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Tractor Pull cancelled
Jared Cleaver
Ml SIA N l. HMI Y

Fixeessive r.iin over the past week
has resulted in the cancellation o f
('al I’olys annual truck and tractor
pull.
“There have beet) two things that
have been working against us,” said
Mark Zohns, a bioresource and
agricultural engineering professor.
“All the rain from March and early
April has completely saturated the
pasture. T he pasture had been

replanted in October, and it hadn't
had a full year to get Fully-estab
lished. Those Factors combined to
end up making the pasture pretty
soft.”
Even though the weather has
been much sunnier the last Few
days, it has been determined that the
site For the tracttir pull is too wet For
the event to take place. University
oFlicials deemed that the pasture on
Highland Drive would be unsaF'e For
the events oversized vehicles to
drive across.

C'al Toly has been doing the
truck and tractor pull For over 30
years and this is the First time they’ve
had to cancel the event, Zohns said.
“We’ve been doing this since
1071,” Zohns said. “There were a
couple o f years where we thought
that we would have to cancel, but
then we would kind o f pull it out o f
the hat at the last minute.”
Preparation usually starts two
weeks before the show, but it was
too muddy at that point this year.
see Tractor, page 2

SHEILA SOBCHIK MUSTANi; DAll.Y

Due to an abundance of rain last week, Cal Poly’s annual Tractor Pull
will be cancelled for this year’s open house.

Mealybug shuts down parts o f campus
Greenhouses
around Cal
Poly’s campus
and the
horticulture
unit have
been
quarantined
and closed to
the public
due to the
discovery of
the dangerous
mealy bug.
NICK CAMACHO
MUSTANG DAILY

The only case of a mealy
bug in the United States
found at Cal Poly, samples
of the bug sent to
Sacramento for analysis
Je m m a Wilson
MUSTANt; DAILY

Cal Poly’s Horticulture Unit
and various greenhouses on
campus have been quarantined
since federal agriculture officials

found a passion-vine mealybug
in some o f the plants last week.
It is believed to be the first
time that the pa.ssion-vine mealy
bug has been reported within
American borders, other than at
ports or airports where contam
inated fruits and plants were not
allowed in.
“This is a non-native pest, so
we do not want it introduced
into California agriculture at
large,” said Bob R ice, an agricul

ture professor.
R ice is a specialist in integrat
ed pest management and is cur
rently heading the mealybug
investigation on campus.
The pest was discovered dur
ing a yearly routine inspection
and all samples were sent off to
Sacramento for testing. Out o f
the 29 mealybugs sampled so far,
four returned as positive pas
sion-vine mealybugs.
“The main point is that we

don’t want them leaving the
(horticulture) unit,” R ice said.
Although the pest has closed
o ff several areas throughout
campus, having the first mealy
bug in the United States is also a
learning experience for R ice
and his students.
“This has been a great teach
ing opportunity for my students
and they have been very
involved in the process. But it is
see Horticulture, page 2

Study abroad options vary worldwide
Jandy Jones
MUSTANG DAILY

The decision to study abroad
can often be difficult. Choosing
where to study abroad can be even
harder.
Cal Poly currently offers 22
study abroad pmgrauLS, 19 o f the
programs ala*ady have enrollment
and several are in progress.
One o f Cal Indy’s most popular
and longest running programs is
the London Study Program,
which is usually offcR’d during fall

and spring quarter.This year, how history,” Rumburg said.
ever, it was only offered in the fall.
Clas.ses involved going to pbys,
Ashley Rumburg, an English operas and even a backstage tour
senior, partici
o f the Globe,
pated in the
she said.
v s jm c M n ji
London Study
In an infor
2-PART SERIES
Program during
mation meet
her junior year.
ing for the fall
Thh Ls the second story o f tuv on
While she was study abroad opportunities at Cal Poly. 2(K)6 London
there, she went
S t u d y
to classes three days a week and Pmgram, John Battenburg, direc
traveled on the weekends or went tor for International Education,
on fields trips pertaining to the said students will study social, cul
tural and economic characteristics
classes she was taking, she said.
“The cultuR* thcR’ has a lot o f o f British society.

“London is your laboratory,”
Battenburg said at the meeting.
Arrother popular program is'the
Thai Study, ofliered during spring
quarter and is currently in
progress. Students stay at the
Chiang Mai University in C'hiang
Mai and, in addition to classes,
they visit hill tribes and travel to
Vietnam
and
Cambodia,
Battenburg said.
“That type o f experience can
not be gotten fixim the classsee Abroad, page 2

C om m en ta ry

Running the
race against
sexual assault
Am y Asman
M USTANi; DAIIY

More than 250 men and women gathered on
the Health O u te r lawn Tuesday night to make a
statement. Clad in tennis shoes and running
shorts, volunteers crouched in unison to say
“Ready, Set, End Sexual Assault Now.”
The Run to Remember was organized by the
Cal Poly Women’s Center in order to promote
sexual xssault awareness and education.The run is
the last, and most publicized, event o f Remember
Week.
In preparation for the race, students, faculty
and community members swarmed the small
section o f grass, which lies just a few hundred feet
from the home where sexual assault victim
Kristin Smart was last seen in public nearly 10
years ago. Runners were greeted by speakers
blaring jubilant music and an arch o f sparkling,
teal balloons.
As the evening sun set behind Bishop Peak,
Women’s O n te r volunteen passed out orange
slices, water bottles and T-shirts, while emcee
Morgan Leckie welcomed runners and per
formed slam poetry.
But we all knew the real reason we were there;
to ensure women affected by sexual assault —
our mothers, daughters, friends, girlfriends, aunts
and maybe even ourselves — are never forgotten.
It’s T-minus three minutes to the race and
already I’m about to pee my pants, literally.
“I really have to go to the bathroom,” I tcD my
friend Brittany. “Do you think I have time to run
over to the journalism building?”
“Probably not,” she says. “But don’t worry; it
usually just goes away. That’s what used to happen
to me when I ran cross country. But I used to see
some girls completely lose control and pretty
much wet themselves at the end o f a race ...
hopefiilly you’ll do the former.”
Yeah, hopefully...
I don’t have much time to fiut over my bladsee Run, page 2
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we could do it, but understood
that we couldn’t. So, it’s kind o f a
gloomy day for everybody.’’
continued from page I
The truck and tractor pull has
Bvt*nt organizers waited until
always
been one o f the most
Tuesday and finally announced
that the land wouldn’t be dry in popular events associated with
C"al
Poly’s
Open
House.
time, Zohns said.
However,
despite
the
cancella
Agricultural systems manage
ment senior Monty Baker is tion o f the event, other open
president o f both the Tractor Pull house events, such as Friday’s
Club and the Tractor Pull Team. rodeo, are set to run as planned.
“Hopefully people look for
The Tractor Pull Club has been
the
event next year, because it’ll
working on this event since the
beginning o f the school year, he be around,” Baker said. “Just by
.aid, and the news o f the event’s the way the weather worked out
cancellation has been extremely this year, we couldn’t help it and
we had to cancel it. It’ll be back
lisappointing for the group.
though.”
“ Pretty much all

Tractor

year, we’ve been
going through the
steps to get ready
for the event,’’
Baker said, “There
ire 30 or 40 people V
m the club. When H
they found out we
had to cancel it,
they had pretty
much been hoping

A
*
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Horticulture
continued from page I

tarting to affect some other stu
dents,” R ice said.
Last weekend’s Tomato Mania
sale was postponed for precaution.iry reasons due to the mealy bug
lilt will be rescheduled if all o f the
omato plants pass the inspection.
Environmental horticultural sci
ence senior Patrick Grady said that
the insects are starting to become a
nuisance for him and his classmates.
“ It was exciting at first to have
the first passion-vine mealy bug
found 111 America, but now seeing
what It has done to our learning
environment it has become a big
pain,” (irady said.
(irady’s senior project is located
m one of the greenhouses that h.ive
been shut down due to the insects.
He is currently unable to work on
it.
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will pour into our school.Their parents
alive.
Amid the smiling faces o f runners will force them to take a dozen tours
and cheering volunteers, 1 think to and parking will be ridiculously scarce.
continued from page I
However, few people will realize that
myself, “What if that young, blonde
der, however, because the race is about
— like every other college campus in
freshman was me?”
to start. 1 take one last wistful glance at
“What if I was the one who disap the nation and the rest o f the world —
the Ciraphic Arts building and then I’m
Cial Poly is not invincible to sexual
peared?”
ort.
“Would people run to remember assault, or any other crime. It is part of
Aside from fearing for my life among
society, and therefore held accountable
me?
the herd o f enthusiastic volunteers, 1 am
The misty ribbons o f an orange and to the problems o f society.
amazed to see the sheer stampede of
I’m nearing the finish line when 1
crimson sunset stretching along the
people running for such a wondertul
darkening sky silence my thoughts. experience what I believe to be the
cause.
People are passing me on either side, goal o f the Run to Remember — a
In all honesty, I am considerably out but 1 don’t really care. I’m not here to feeling o f physical, mental and emo
o f shape. 1 can’t remember the last time win.
tional empowerment against sexual
1 jumped on the treadmill at the Cal
It’s while I’m huliing and puffing up assault. Like all the people who ran
Poly Kec O u ter, and yoga isn’t exactly the walkway to Trinity dorm that it before me, 1 realize the Run to
a cardio activity.
fully hits me: Sexual assault is not a Remember is less about physical move- ^
But regardless o f my physical condi thing o f the past. Nor is it something ment and more about social movement.
tion, I know I want to run this race. 1 that only happens in big cities. It is
However, the race against ending i
want to run for the women just like me something that happens here, in the sexual assault and countless other injus
who can no longer speak out against dorm that 1 slept in my freshman year, tices is not something that can be run
sexual assault. Women like Kristin in the city that I’ve learned to call home .done. It requires support and team- ^
Smart, Laci Peterson and Aundria for the past three years. 1 wish I could work, no matter how slow moving the
Crawford...
say It doesn’t exist, but the pains in my battle IS.
As 1 begin my slow but steady jog up legs and chest tell me all too clearly that
As I cross the finish line and hear my
friends congratulating me, 1 know in
Perimeter Street, I let my mind wander it does.
Up at the horse unit 1 remember my heart that the steps taken tonight are
back to the night Kristin Smart and
Paul Flores made their way up to the that, this weekend, hundreds upon not steps taken in vain.They are just the
dorms. The night Kristin was last seen thousands o f potential C'al Poly students beginning o f something bigger.

Run

As more samples come back
negative, federal officials are less
ening restrictions on which green
houses will remain closed. R ice
said.
(.am eron Sharp, another envi
ronmental horticulture senior and
a student in R ic e ’s disease and pest
control systems class, said that they
get to talk about all the informa
tion available with Rice.
“ He shares information directly
with us. We know what it is, where
It came from and what it feeds
on," Sharp said.
Because it is the first o f its kind
in the United States, the students
are trying to learn what pesticides
will work upon the mealybug.
Sharp said.
Until sample testing is complet
ed 111 Sacramento, the horticulture
unit and C'al Poly Plant Shop will
reniain closed to the public.

Abroad
continuedfrvm page I

room,” he said, adding that internships
are also available.
C"al Poly at Sea continues to be a
highly used program where students
stay on the 585-foot Ciolden Bear
ship, Brattenburg said.
The three trips on rotation include
the South Pacific cruise, visiting
Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia, Fiji
and Hawaii; the South American
cruise, which stops in Chile, Mexico
and Seattle; and the Asian cruise that
docks 111 H.iwaii, the Philippines,
Cdiina, Hong Kong, Vietnam and
japan, according to the C'al Poly at Sea
brochure. Details about the three
cruises can be found online or in the
International Education office in
building 38.
For students seeking a year-long
experience,
C'SU
International
Programs offers trips to Spain at uni

QiterlngUnllmlted.Com

versities in Madrid and Cirenada.C'SU
International Programs is a collabora
tion o f 50 universities thmughout
C'alifornia and is affiliated with 19 dif
ferent countries. Battenburg said.
Aric Stone, a mechanical engineer
ing senior, visited Spain during his
junior year. While in Spain, Stone
stayed in Madrid for schooling but
traveled
to
Munich, Brussels,
Belgium, Amsterdam and Egypt.
Some o f his travels were class-orienuted and others were done in his
free time. Stone said the cost o f living
in Spam is cheaper than living in San
Luis Clbispo.
C'al Poly offers a variety o f prx>grams that are faculty led. These pro
grams. called Extended Fields, vary
from year to year and one such trip
travels to C'uernavaca in July for four
weeks, accoaling to a press release
James Keese, resident director for
the Mexico pmgrani, said students
live with host families and visit
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Teotihuacan, all the while learning
about Mexican culture.
“Mexico is a very interesting coun
try once you get into the core o f it,”
he said.
Brattenburg said a new study
abroad program is currently in the
works, for a five-week program that
would uke place in Peru starting in
summer 2007.
Keese is also part o f the group that
IS working to get Peru as a study
abroad option. Students would studv
Spanish and Latin American culture
and visit Machu Picchu, Lake Titicaca
and the Amazon, he said, adding that
there would also be a community ser
vice-based program.
T he team
expects a rosult by the end o f Spring
quarter.
For more information regarding
the different programs conuct the
International
Education
and
Programs at 756-1477 or go online at
W W W . calpoly. edu /~iep /.
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W HO SAID THAT?

The F a c e of C a l P o ly
presents...

Favorites

H ave p atien ce w ith all things, b u t ch iefly have p a tien ce w ith
Food group: Probably the vegetables
Pick-up line: So ... do you have a merit badge in lovemak
ing?
Dinosaur: Stegasaurous
Pair o f shoes: Chuck I ’aylors or Birkenstocks

yourself. D o n o t lose co u rag e in c o n sid e rin g you ow n im p e r
fe ctio n s but instantly set ab o u t rem ed y in g th em - ev ery day

M e e t,h «

b eg in th e task anew.

Editors

— Saint Francis de Sales

If You Could ...

M o n e y was never a b ig m o tiv atio n for m e, e x c e p t as a way
to keep score. T h e real e x c ite m e n t is playing th e gam e.

— pick anyone to play you in a movie o f your life, who
would it be and why?
Johnny Depp, because he’s really good-looking.

— D o n ald T ru m p

E d u ca te you r ch ild ren to se lf-c o n tro l, to th e habit o f h o ld in g

— leave tomorrow to go anywhere on vacation, where
would it be and why?
Canada, because I love the rain.
— go on a date with anyone famous, who would it be and
why?
Joni Mitchell, becauses sV

passion and p reju d ice and evil ten d en cies su b je ct to an u p rig h t
and reason in g w ill, and you have d o n e m u ch to abolish m isery
from th eir fu ture and c rim e s from society.
— B e n ja m in Franklin

F lib b e r tig ib b e t: A

W ord ly
W ise

silly, flighty, or exces

Name: Nick Gouty ,

sively talkative person.

Y ear: senior
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Monterey

E n tr e a t : To ask for or

Maj<^ jpümaiisfn

request earnestly
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ASI Elections
One Voice, 17,000 Strong
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R uckus'

Looking for a scooter with true street creò? The 2006 Honda Ruckus has a 49cc engine and an automatic
transmission that are tough enough for the urban scene. So start a Ruckus today at your Honda Dealer.

6 H iguera st.
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93401

San Lu/s M otorsports

HONDA

(805)-541-2200

PERFO RM A N CE F IR S T '

honda.com ALWAYS WEAR AHELMET, EYE PROTEaiON AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. NEVER RIDE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
DRUGS OR ALCOHOL AND NEVER USE THE STREET AS A RACE TRACK. OBEY THE LAW AND READ YOUR OWNER'S MANUAL
THOROUGHLY. For rider training information or to locate a rider training course near you, call the Motorcycle Safety Founda
tion at 1-800-446-9227. RuckusTMand Performance FirstTMare trademarks o f Honda M otor Co., Ltd. (9/05)

LOW TO NO C O ST
BIRTH CONTROL
STI scresning and treatm ent
Pap and cancar screening
Minor urgent care
Free birth controi piiis
Free Condoms
Emergency Contraception

HealthWorks

Affordable. Confidential. Caring.

"Walk Ins Welcome"
San Luis Obispo at University Square

www.healthworkscc.com

phone: 542-0900

College of ArcMIselure
and Emrironmentel Peelgn
Aziynn Hare
Heather Joeten
Merceia Opw
Sean Tlmon
Grag Wley
College of Agriculture
Aahee Grfffitha-Sakdshi
Brad Huibert
Collin Leslie
Amarxia Rankin
Kyle Robertson
Jared Samailn
Brandon Souza
Mia White
Colloee of Uberai Arts
Zach Austin
Robert Blanco
Sarah Eidridga
MaxHubbert
David Krtc
RutNe Osorio
Jilllan Smillla
Lane Smith
Colloge of Sdenco end Math
David Bailey
Laura BaitVrIn
Daniel Berger
Adam Buttganbech
Jay Hann
Jeff Mohr

Elecdoa Dales:
May 3. 2006-M a y 4. 2000
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Apn 26, 2006
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Aprì 27.2006

Polliag Locatieas
• am-4 pm
Ag BridBa (Bido 10)
Fishar Soenoe/Scenoe Nonn (B dg 53)
Kannwty Library (Bdg 351
Campm Martial (SdB 11)

• am-7'JO pm
Eduoafion Building B'aazaway fBidg 2)
UrWanity Union-Dcwmtaira (Bdg 06)

Colega of Enginoarlng
Reza A)chavain
Lindsay Bauar
Bran Eller
Tony Guntemnenn
IQan Hamrrwti
Erica Janoff
Joseph Podegraez
Arvand Sabotian
Rachael Severn
Nicole Stromaness
Colega of Bualnaaa
Joeh Burroughs
Jessica Gibbons
Stevon Larsen
Erika Morgan
Nick Motroni
Skytar Oiaan
Melissa Robbins
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Divisions emerge over immigration work and school boycott '

State briefs

Peter Prengam an

SA N T A C R U Z — All cats
anti dogs in Santa Cruz County
must now be spayed or
neutered in an effort to reduce
the number o f unwanted pets.
More than 10 years after the
county
passed
one
of
C alifo rn ia’s first
spay-andneuter laws, cities throughout
Santa Cruz ('ou nty have fol
lowed suit. Last week, with little
fanfare, Capitola became the
last city to adopt such an ordi
nance.
.
— The Associated Press
a.
•••

A S StX aA l t l ) I'RESS

LOS ANGELES — Organizers o f
the movement that has led hundreds
o f thousands o f immigrants onto the
nation’s streets are divided over their
next big protest — a May 1 boycott
urging workers and students to stay
home.
Boycott backers want to highlight
the economic toll if constructions
sites and restaurants are under
manned, crops untended and hotels
uncleaned. They also hope empty
classrooms w'ill demonstrate that
immigration reform is a major issue
for future voters.
1)oubters fear alienating federal
lawmakers who are still waveiing over
how to reshape U.S. immigration policy.
Among them are figures from
unions and religious and Hispanic
groups who have mustered nation
wide marches supporting a chance at
U.S. citizenship for an estimated 11
million illegal immigrants.These lead
ers support a pmtest May 1 — but
after school is out and businesses are
closed.

SA N T A B A R B A R A — Led
by strawberries and wine grapes,
agriculture in Santa Barbara
County is about to become a
billion-dollar a year industry.
(iross production value o f all
commodities in the county rose
more than 10 percent last year to
$997,600,578, according to the
2005 agricultural production
report released Monday.
— I hc Associated Press

If the split suppresses participation, us at a major rally afterward.”
That
divide
widened
on
even boycott backers acknowledge
their movement will lose momen Wednesday, when immigrant coali
tions in Los Angeles and Washington,
tum.
“Our credibility as a community is D.C., voiced opposition to the boy
on the line,” said Armando Navarro, cott during press conferences, and
coordinator o f the National Alliance announced plans for alternate May 1
for Human Rights, a Southern activities.
Boycott opponents argue that skip
California organization pushing the
boycott. “We’ve shown our power ping work and school could sour
politically, but if we can’t show it eco mainstream support and even get
thousands o f immigrants fired.
nomically we are going to lose it.”
“If they lost their jobs, there would
Some organizers hope to see
turnout so large that it will protect be nothing we could do,” said Ana
Maria Archila, executive director o f
participants ftoin retribution.
“If immigrants continue demon the Latin American Integration
strating in large numbers, are they O n ter. Her New York Caty group
going to fire all o f them?” said Julita plans alternative May 1 activities, such
Rincon, 21, an illegal immigrant and as persuading businesses to close for
University o f Houston student who 30 minutes in honor o f immigrants.
Leaders o f the Service Employees
leads a student activist organization.
Sporadic but mosdy mild criticism International Union, which has got
o f the boycott began soon after orga ten thousands to rallies and helped
nizers announced it in early March. with crowd control, said they can’t
But skepticism has been intensifying endorse a boycott because o f collec
and Los Angeles Cardinal Roger tive bargaining agreements. And some
Mahony, an outspoken supporter o f feel it’s premature, anyway.
illegal immigrants, discouraged it dur
Before leaving town two weeks
ing Easter Mass.
ago, the Senate nearly voted on immi
“Cío to work. Cío to school,” said gration legislation that included a
Mahony. “And then join thousands o f path to citizenship for illegal immi

grants, noted Jaime Contreras, a union
spokesman and chairman o f an influ
ential
immigration
group
in
Washington, D.C.
“You are using the last weapon in
your arsenal now?” asked Contreras. If
senators move toward more punitive
legislation, “then what are you going
to do?”
And effective boycotts aren’t ea.sy
to organize. A one-day boycott to
pix)test the 2(K)3 repeal o f a California
law letting undocumented immi
grants get drivers licenses had sporadic
participation and didn’t change public
policy.
Boycott supporters say they are
working to mend divisions. Still,
strains are showing.
In Los Angeles, the March 25th
Coalition — named for the day
5(K),(MH) people rallied here — sent a
mass e-mail clarifying who was
authorized to speak for the group
after a few loosely affiliated organiza
tions questioned the boycott.
Boycott supporters also have criti
cized the disengagement o f Spanishlanguage disc jockeys such as El
Eiolin, a nationally syndicated morn
ing show host.

L A police ch ief w ants city attorn ey to
.
appeal cou rt decision on hom eless arrests
Bratton said police officers are
focused on addressing serious crime
LOS ANGELES — Police C hief among the homeless in downtown’s
William Bratton wants the city attor Skid Row. He called the ruling “a
ney to challenge a court decision very poor decision.”
barring the arrest o f homeless people
“There have been 58 arrests for
who sleep on sidewalks.
this so far this year with this law,” he
Speaking before the Police said. “The idea we are somehow
Commission on Tuesday, Bratton said arresting dozens o f people every day
he would urge City Attorney Rocky is garbage.”
Delgadillo to appeal last week’s rul
Delgadillo has yet to decide on a
ing by the U.S. 9th Circuit Court o f response to the ruling. But he said
Appeals. The panel said that unless that he feared it could help make
adequate shelter is available for the Skid Row a magnet for predators.
city’s homeless, the arrests amount to
The city attorney could appeal to
cruel and unusual punishment and the U.S. Supreme Court or seek a
violate the 8th Amendment o f the review by a larger panel o f the 9th
U.S. Constitution.
Circuit.
ASStX lATEI) PRESS

r
In tro d u cin g:

ball
FHdays

Bratton said arresting people for
sleeping on sidewalks is helpful, but
not essential, to poh' ing down
town.
“ It’s a very effective tool,” he
said. But “this is not going to pre
vent the Los Angeles Police
Department from enforcing the law
on skid row. It will have minimal
effect on what we are trying to do
there.”
Bratton said that regardless o f the
court action, he planned to increase
policing on skid row.
“ I will be announcing shortly to
the commission an effort to put a
lot more police resources into that
area,” he said.
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SAN FR A N C ISC O — They’ve
found reason to avoid each other in
recent months, but President Bush is
scheduled to meet Friday afternoon
with Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger,
officials with both administrations
said.
It won’t be a long session _ just
e n o u ^ time for the governor to press
his fellow Republican on such vital

California issues as the state’s fragile
levee system and immigration, aides
in both camps said Tuesday.
Schwarzenegger will meet Bush at
the airport in San Jose, then ride in
the president’s limousine for a joint
appearance at Cisco Systems.
Bush will pitch the American
Competitiveness Initiative, which, if
approved by Congress, would double
government funding for basic
research in the physical sciences, train
thousands o f new science and math
teachers and extend a popular tax
credit businesses can receive for
investing in research and develop
ment.
Bush then will head to Napa
County for what his aides describe as
“down time.” The president will visit
West Sacramento, near the Capitol, on
Saturday, but with the governor
absent.
White House and Schwarzenegger
administration officials said they did
not expect Bush to bring an answer to
the governor's February request for an

unusual federal disaster declaration for
the California levees.
The request is still actively being
considered by the Federal Emergency
Management A^ncy, said one White
House official, speaking Tuesday on
condition o f anonymity because he
did not want to publicly step out
ahead o f the negotiations.
Schwarzenegger attended a highprofile re-election event for Bush in
Columbus, Ohio in 2004, and gave an
impassioned endorsement o f Bush at
the
Republican
National
Convention. But they have had a
complicated relationship, in part
because Bush is . unpopular in
California. About two out o f three
Californians disapproved o f Bush’s
handling o f the presidency in a Field
Poll released earlier this month.
The last two times Bush visited the
state, they did not see each other, in
public or private. The two leaders dis
agree over abortion rights, o&horc oil
drilling and stem cell research, among
other mues.
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National
briefs
W A SH IN G T O N — White
House Deputy C h ief o f Staff
Karl Rove gave up some o f his
responsibilities and White House
press secretary Scott McCdellan
announced
his
resignation
Wednesday, continuing a shakeup in President Hush’s adminis
tration that has already yielded a
new chief o f start . Rove is giving
up oversight o f policy develop
ment to focus more on politics
with the approach o f the fall
midterm elections.
— '¡'he Associated Press
• • •
D U R H A M , N .C . — Police
searched the dorm rooms o f two
Duke University lacrosse players
after the two were arrested on
charges o f raping and kidnapping
an exotic dancer during an offcampus team party. District
Attorney Mike N ifong said
Tuesday he^^also hoped to Unk a
third iiiaa to 'tfee alleged attack
soon, but he said that person had
not been “identified with cer
tainty."
— 77it’ Associated Press
• • •
N E W Y O R K — A normally
five-minute cable car ride turned
into a nearly 12-hour ordeal for
dozens o f people who had be
rescued early Wednesday after
two cars lost power over the East
River.
The passengers from one car
were plucked one by one and
transferred to a rescue gondola
shortly before dawn, while those
in the second car, at the edge o f
Manhattan, were taken out with
a crane.
At least a dozen o f the 69 pas
sengers were school-age children
or babies who had boarded the
tram at the start o f rush hour
Tuesday evening.
— 'Hie Associated Ihess
•• •
B IS M A R C K , N .D . — Up to
2 feet o f blowing snow closed
major highways on the northw’estern Plains on Wednesday as a
powerful storm caused wide
spread power outages and was
blamed for at least three deaths.
More than 2,(KX) homes and
businesses lost power in South
Dakota’s Black Hills.
— The Associated Press

O il prices at record $ 7 2 a barrel as supplies shrink
B rad Foss
ASSOC lATM) I'KKSS

WASHlNC’.TC'fN — Oil prices
leapt above $72 a barrel Wednesday,
settling at a record high for the third
straight day after a government report
showed shrinking U S. gasoline sup
plies and traders focused on nuclear
tensions between Iran and the inter
national community.
Supply constraints in Iraq, Nigeria
and the Ciulf o f Mexico are also push
ing oil prices higher, and analysts are
predicting more pain at the pump for
motorists, who so far appear to be

Place: Building 19,
Sandwich Factory

That said, there is additional worry
about summer gasoline supplies
because o f the pmspect o f tight sup
plies o f ethanol, which is needed in
increasing amounts as refiners phase
out their use o f methyl tertiary butyl
ether, or M TB E, which has been
found to contaminate drinking water.
Oil analyst John Kilduff o f Fimat
USA in New York said there would
be a “painful runup” in gasoline prices
as summer approaches, and he said oil
prices could rise as high as $80 a bar
rel by the end o f June. Purchased
today, crude for June delivery costs
$74 a barrel.

sions and through disorganized
A S S O i:iA Ih n PRESS
thought and speech.
He said this is consistent with
A LEXA N D RIA , Va. — Two rela
earlier trial testimony that al-Qaida
tives o f Sept. 11 victims testified for
leaders considered Moussaoui para
the defense Wednesday in Zacarias
noid and even “cuckoo,” and was
Moussaoui’s death-penalty sentencing
unable to follow basic orders, like
trial. One told the jury her family
minimizing phone contact with
does not want to “get caught in a
others in al-Qaida. Sept. 11 master
whirlpool o f sadness and anger.”
mind Khalid Shaikh Mohammed
Medical sociologist Marilynn
said in a written summary given to
Rosenthal, whose son jo sh was
jurors that he wanted to dismiss
killed at the World Trade Center, said
Moussaoui from the planned
her family feels strongly “something
hijacking operations altogether.
good has to come out o f what hap
T h e illness has also affected
pened” and family members have
Moussaoui’s ability to defend him
endowed an annual lecture on 9/11
self at trial. Specifically, his delu
at the University o f Michigan, where
sion, fueled by a dream, that
she teaches.
President Bush will free him from
R obin Theurkauf, whose hus
prison, has left him indifferent to
ASS(X;iATED pre :s .s
band, Tom, died in the South Tower,
what the ju ry thinks o f him.
This artist’s rendering shows Zacarias Moussaoui’s defense lawyer
also testified that “the Bible attempts
“ It has allowed him to act in a
Gerald Zerken, right, questioning psychologist Dr. Xavier Amador, sec
to explain that we are all sinners, all
way that is self-defeating and
ond from left, with Moussaoui, left, in a U.S. District Court in
broken people, but all children o f
harmful,” First said, referencing the
Alexandria, Va. on Tuesday.
God and loved by Ciod.”
two times Moussaoui has taken the
Several members o f the jury, which
Earlier a second defense expert to the psychiatric profession, described stand in self-defense and done his
heard heart-rending tales during the diagnose Moussaoui as a paranoid for jurors how Moussaoui’s mental case more harm than good.
prosecution case from almost four schizophrenic testified that mental ill illness apparently affected his ability
First is the second defense expert
dozen victims and their relatives, ness probably afflicted Moussaoui to function within al-Qaida and his to conclude Moussaoui is a schizo
leaned forward when they realized thmughout his time as an al-Qaida ability to prepare a defense for his phrenic, but First was able to more
relatives were there to testify on behalf operative.
death penalty trial.
clearly relate Moussaoui’s illness to
o f the team trying to save the 37Psychiatrist Michael First, who
First said Moussaoui’s schizophre his often bizarre and self-defeating
year-old Frenchman fitam execution.
edits the diagnostic manual used by nia manifests through paranoid delu- actions.

Annual deaths in U .S. in b i^ ^ t decline since ^OCbiid War II
Mike Stobbe
ASS<X:iATEI> PRESS

ATLANTA — In w'hat appears to
be an amazing success for American
medicine, preliminary government
figures relea.sed Wednesday showed
that the annual number o f deaths in
the U.S. dropped by nearly 50,000 in
2004 — the biggest decline in more
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Come spend the evening with us, learn about our
technonogy, and see how Marvell makes careers possible.

6:30 pm - 8:00 pm

In its weekly report, the U.S.
Energy Department said the nation’s
supply o f gasoline shrank by 5.4 mil
lion barrels last week to 202.5 mil
lion barrels, or 4.6 percent below
year ago levels.
(iasoline inventories typically
decrease this time o f year as refiners
shut down their plants to perform
maintenance ahead o f the summer
driving season. And oil traders typi
cally point to the decreases as reason
for concern about summertime sup
plies, a routine that, more often than
not, sends futures prices higher.

M atthew B arakat

Information Session and Recruiting
at CalPoly Campus
Tuesday, April 25,2006

Time:

only lightly tapping the brakes on
demand.
Light sweet crude for May deliv
ery climbed as high as $72.40 a bar
rel, before settling at $72.17 on the
New York Mercantile Exchange, an
increase o f S2 cents from the previ
ous day. The contract had risen as
high as $71.60 on Tuesday.
Cfil futures contracts through July
2009 are now trading above $70 a
barrel.“ In effect, the market is saying
this is going to be with us for a
while,” said A.G. Edwards & Sons
commodity analyst Bill O ’Cirady.

Victims’ &mily members testify in Moussaoui case
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than 60 years.
The 2 percent decrease, reported
by the National Center for Health
Statistics, comes as a shock to many,
because the U.S. is growing in popu
lation, aging and getting fatter. In fact,
some experts said they suspect the
numbers may not hold up when a
final report is released later this year.
Nevertheless, center officials said
the statistics, based on a review o f
about 90 percent o f death records
reported in all 50 states in 2(X)4, were
consistent across the country and
were deemed solid enough to report.
The center said drops in the death
rates for heart disease, cancer and
stroke accounted for most o f the
decline.
“We wea* surprised by the sharp
ness o f the decrease. It’s kind o f his
torical,” said statistician Arialdi
Minino, lead author o f the report.
The government also said that U.S.
life expectancy has inched up again to
77.9 years, a record high but still
behind that o f about two dozen other
countries.
The preliminary number o f U.S.
deaths recorded for 2(X)4 was
2,398,343.That represents a decline o f
49,945 fiom the 2,448,288 recorded
in 2003.
U.S. deaths ordinarily rise slighdy
each year. The last decline in annual
deaths occurred in 1997, a modest

drop o f 445 deaths from 1996,
Minino said.The last drop in deaths o f
this magnitude occurred in 1944,
when the number dropped about
48,(XX) from the previous year, he
said.
“These are preliminary data,” said
Paul Terry, an assistant professor o f
epidemiology at Atlanta’s Emory
University. “But if it holds up, it’s
obviously very good news.”
To see such a giant drop after yean
o f annual increases was a little hard to
swallow for some.
“We will not make much o f this
until the final data come out,” said
Elizabeth Ward, director o f surveil
lance research for the American
Cancer Society.
Overall, age-adjusted death rates
fell to a record low o f 801 deaths per
1(X),(XX) population in 2(X)4, down
from almost 833 deaths per 1(X),(XX)
in 2(X)3.
Heart disea.se continues to be the
leading cause o f death, accounting for
27 percent o f the nation’s deaths in
2(X)4. C'ancer was second, at about 23
percent, and strokes were third, at 6
percent.
The good news: The age-adjusted
death rate for all three killers dropped.
The heart disease rate declined more
than 6 percent, the cancer rate about
3 percent, and the stroke rate about
6.5 fktrcenF.,’’
•\ ^
\

Improvements in medical care, par
ticularly in medications aimed at pre
venting heart disease, at least partly
explain the improvements in the heart
disease death rate, said Ken Thorpe, an
Emory professor o f health policy.
Also, the flu season for 2004 was
milder than 2(X)3, which helped
explain the more than 7 percent drop
in the influenza death rate, Minino
noted.
The death rates for 11 o f the 13
other leading causes o f death also
declined, with only Alzheimer’s .dis
ease (the No. 7 killer) and high blood
pressure and kidney disease related to
high blood pres.sure (No. 13) inching
up.
Even officials at the National
Center for Health Statistics were
“really kind o f concerned” when they
first saw their own numbers, said Bob
Anderson, the agency’s chief o f mor
tality statistics. But the fact that
decreases in the death rate were found
nationwide gives them confidence
that the findings are legitimate, and
not the result o f something like
changes in data collection.
The government also reported that
a baby born in 2(X)4 could expect to
live to nearly 78 — an increase o f
almost half a year fiom 2(X)3. Women
now have a life expectancy o f 80.4, up
from 80.1. Male life expectancy is
75.2, up fiom 74.8.
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All-Star cast melts
down com oetition
in ‘Ice Age sequel
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Scrat, Manny, Sid and Diego are back on the big screen to flee the meltdown before its too late. ‘Ice Age 2:
The Meltdown* premiered nationwide March 31.
Kelly C o p e
MUSIAN«. OMIS

Since the storyline is so simple.
It .dlows for the individual charac
ters to shine. When Manny meets
“ k o Ago: rho Molt«lown” is tho Ellie, he is initully excited to see
that he is not the only one left o f
porti-i r so(.|iiol t«' tho tirst “ Ii o
Ago.' VCith .implo liupior to koop
his species, but he is quickly puzzleil w hen he discovers that she
JiulioiKo inomhors ot ill .igos
has no clue she is a mammoth.
omt rt.niioil. tho tilin's lutoniotioiis
.^lmoyed. he repeatedly brushes o ff
.iro wh.it iii.iko tho niovio \s«>rth
( Tash and Eddie's smde e«)iiiments
\v.itchine.
and attempts to show her that she
I ho promiNO is siinplo. I ho
IS. in f.K t. a niammoth, but she
origiii.il ■row ot M.uiiiy. .1 iiu m onlv realizes it w hen she comes
iimth; Sul. .1 sloth; Diogo. .1 s.ihoracniss the pl.ue where, as an
tooth tigoi : mil ! t : : , Sir.it. .1
orphaned b.iby, she met her pos
los'.ihk s.ilHT-^t«>«'tii
■ im
sum “brethren." toiu limg
obsossod with tho I'ursiiit of .m
momeiu results, and Manny aiul
ornors .u orii, .iro t.umg duo
I llie heunne imuh closer.
prospoi ts w ith tlio ominont melt
dough-guy 1)iego gams a more
down .It tho ond of tho k o Ago.
hum.m
siile in the movie when
riiov omh.irk on .1 jonriioy with
the .mdieiice disaners his fear o f
.ill of tho other .mmials toward
water, ('dveii the unstahlc coiulisafety m tho form of a massive
tions
o f the melting icethis causes
makeshift boat.
a m.ijor problem tor the saber
1 Ins time, they are joined by
tooth tiger.
Ellio. phiyod by (.^iicon Latitali, a
A particularly amusing sequence
mammoth who is utterly conresults when Sid finds a large
vintod she is actually a possum,
colony o f sloths who seem to
and her tiorcoly loyal “brother”
think he is a god and, in accor
possums, O a sh , played by Sean
dance to their rituals, they attempt
William Scott, and Eddie, played
to sacrifice him in a fire. Sid is
by Josh Peck.
constantly disrespected in his own
A welcome surprise in the cast,
home clan, so this new admiration
late-night talk show host Jay Leno
is a welcome surprise for him.
plays Fast Tony, a sly armadillo
T he group is followed by a
salesman always out to make a
group
o f vultures who, when
buck, attempting to capitalize on
' finally noticed, erupt into.a sgng
the fleeing animals’ fear.
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about how they love food. This
was the only part o f the movie
which was a bit slow. It seemed a
bit out o f place and to«> showy
compared to similar previous
scenes.
Scrat’s eternal quest for his elu
sive actirn is especially hilarious,
and his scenes provide an amusing
interlude between the action.
Animators have thought o f almost
every possible situation t«i put the
little squirrel in — and it has paid
off. He even affects the stors lme
in a m.ijor way. imire iiujor than
III tlie first movie, which also pro
vides a comical ending scene.
(.dther minor characters are
included in the movie, mostly ani
mal parents herding their children
along as they get ready to leave
the flood-prone area. A noticeable
absence o f human presence per
meates the film, but it’s realized
only afterwards.
T he computer-generated graph
ics are phenomenal, especially the
water and melting ice. The melt
ing ice dam which protects the
valley is gorgeous and about as
true-to-life as can be.
The movie is entertaining not
only for children, but also for
adults. N ot much adult humor is
incorporated, but adults can find
wonderful wit in the characters’
personalities and their exchanges.
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Jonah rocks a cold Monterey nlgjkt
Nick C oury
MUSTANC DAILY

C SU Monterey Bay was built on Fort Ord
military base, which was used during the
Vietnam War. Many o f the original buildings
have been remodeled for the campus to use,
as is the Black Box Cabaret, a campus cate
for music and art.
The weather in Monterey last Friday
night was rainy and chilly. Inside the Black
Box, the air was warm and the people were
friendly, all (lO o f them. The walls were lined
with Christmas lights and on stage there was
a man with a guitar. Overall, it had the feel
o f a big house show; complete with semifuzzy vocals and bright guitars; but it sounds
better that way.
The man on stage was Vavak, an acoustic
guitarist from Long Beach who was the open
ing act o f the night. His music is reminiscent
o f a modern Bob Dylan, but with the hair and
soul o f Ziggy Marley. His acoustics, both
instrunientally and lyrically, were a nice addi
tion to the friendly atmosphere.
Vavak gave the night a sociable welcome
and warmed up the stage for Jonah Matranga,
a solo singer/songwriter known in the inde
pendent music world as One Line Drawing.
Matranga had two instruments: A black
acoustic guitar and a laptop for beats. He
began his set with two cover songs, including
one by the Jackson 5.
He then played “Crush on Everyone”
and “Stay” together as one song without a
guitar, just using his computer for a beat.
He also stopped mid-way to tell a story and
a quick joke.
Between songs, he discussed the philosophy
behind his music and told stories about certain
songs. At all o f his shows, Matranga likes to

NICK COURY

m u s t a n l ; d a il y

Jonah Matranga played the Black Box Cabaret last Friday night. He was one of three
artists during “Acoustic Sounds” at Cal State Monterey Bay.
interact with the audience, even that night,
despite a mention o f having the flu.
Later, Matranga played a number o f requests
from the audience, including “Livin’ Small,”
and a short, comical song called “Puppies.”
O ne o f the things that sticks out in
Matranga’s personality is his love o f people; he
was very gracious to his opening act and
thankful to C SU M B for letting him play.
“ I hope 1 get to com e back and haunt
these old buildings soon,” he said before his
last song.
Matranga closed with a Bob Dylan tune,
which he said is about “getting stuck in the

most dangerous place in our time; fundamen
talism.” He left the stage telling the audience,
“I wish peace for you in the most active way.”
Following Matranga was Ryan Bisio, a
C SU M B student who finished the night with
an artful acoustic set.

Matranga, 36, has made a living making
music for the last 10 years, playing in bands
New End Original and Far, and having friends
play on his solo records.
“I can’t remember a time when I didn’t love

it,” he said. “I’ve never known where I’ve fit in.
I’ve tried all kinds o f labels,‘indie’s,’ majors.
I’ve put out records out o f my house and I’ve
played Coachella, but then I played in some
one’s living R)om, it’s honestly all kind o f the
same for me. 1 love Prince and Tom Waits
equally. I don’t fit into any parricular scene and
I’m ok with that.”
Lately, Matranga’s music has more o f a beat.
“Whatever comes is O k with me,” he
said. “N o one’s going to confuse it with a
Justin Timberlake song. It a way, it’s me
enjoying R & B and hip-hop, but not trying
to be a hip-hop artist.That’s not me, but 1
love the medium.”
Matranga says the current state o f the music
industry is very interesting, because artists are
being forced to be more original and unique.
“I think a lot o f people are scrambling right
now and I like that,” said Matranga.“! think it’s
challenging people to think more creatively
than 1 think they had to in the past 20 years.”
In part, it’s this creativity that makes
Matranga strive for the directness o f peace
in his music.
“ I guess (if a person leaves a show) a little
less sure o f the things they believe and a lit
tle more open to something else, I guess that
would be a goal o f mine,” said Matranga.
Matranga has done his music in many ways,
many o f which ways have worked for him.
“ I think the most fun is that the more
direct I can be in contact with people who
like my art, the better,” said Matranga.
“Honestly, if I could just sell all my own
music on my Web site, I think that would be
nice,” said Matranga. “As long as it keeps on
being this fun, that is really the most impor
tant thing to me. Whatever shape (my music)
leads to, it might just turn out as much fun as
possible, and that’s a good shape.”

THE VELVET RO PE
takes on Spring B
Did you do something^
wild for spring break?
Send us your stories
in 700 words or less!

Heck yes!

Going into the closet
T

he few nights dur
ing
the
m onth

/ mo

when I go out to
the bars or a friend’s house
party, I make sure to get my
hair did and look good, in a
manner o f speaking. W hen
Itcomes to sexuality. I’m
pretty much your average
straight guy, but for some
reason I have been picked
up and flirted with by more
gay guys than straight girls. I
am curious about this odd phe
nom enon.
R ecently, at a friend’s birthday
party, I left feeling that 1 was hit
on by her gay friends. Very co m 
fortable with myself, I was flat
tered and admitted to my friend
that the guy was cute. This is one
o f many examples o f my flirtation
with the same sex. Being very
much straight, I find it funny and
I am OK with it happening. It
anything, it's an opportunity to
make a new friend: a platonic
friend.
I’m just a very open person and
whatever people choose to do
with their sexuality is O K with
me..

VEI.VI-:T ROl’ l'.

O n an o th er n o te, I
also realized that I do
not really have a crush
N i c o l a s P h ^ jlio C o u ry
on m any actresses or
Jo u rn a l
-bor
fem ale
m u sician s.
I
M ont*:’'»i'i
would, however, marry
Jo h n n y D epp if he was
DOB:
O K with it and am I
love with Jack W h ite.
To my credibility, I
do like girls and cann ot
wait to have sex with
Som e o f my favorite music
one (read my old Velvet R o p e
artists arc those who have a les
for m ore on that). I like the finer
bian follow ing, such as Tegan and
things in life; jazz music, good
Sara, K T Tunstall and Melissa
w in e, c o o k in g and scrabble.
Etheridge. My friend , a lesbian
E xcep t for hockey. I’m not much
folk m usician, and I listen to
sim ilar artists. She cleared up my into sports.
I may be m ore in touch with
sexu a lity fo r m e. “ Y o u ’re a
straight guy, but I’m attracted to my feininine side and I am O K
you.” She made me an honorary with that. In my o p in io n , more
people need to be open to not
lesbian.
I love short hair and like a girl follow ing societal norm s and be
who wears sweaters and glasses. them selves, regardless o f how
Som e people may call this look a others may percieve them .
I'm totally flattered with any
bit m asculine, but hey, I like it.
People should be able to dress one finding me attractive enough
how ever th ey want and feel to flirt with me. So girls, and guys
co m fo rta b le b ein g w ho they for that matter, see you around
really are.
campus.
DRIVER LICENSE
A1234S67

mustangdaUydiversions@gmaii.com
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D iversions

W h e re have all
th e ‘S cary M ovies’
gon e?
R yan C h artran d
MUSTANC: DAIIY

T he “Scary M ovie” series has
been on a downward spiral ever
since its comedy shifted from K rated to l’Ci-13 humor. With the
Wayans brothers no longer aboard
the writing team and only a few
worthy horror movies to parody,
the latest in the series, “Scary
Movie 4,” should have been a
complete failure. Surprisingly
enough, they get the jo b done.
lJut is this film, which contains an
hour o f farts and tall-down jokes,
worth the theater visit?
Fans o f the series might as well
give in, make the trip and try to
force as many laughs as possible.
Anyone who can’t decide whether
to see it, however, should keep

reading.
T he plot revolves primarily
around a parody o f “War o f the
Worlds” with an alien invasion
planned by the clown from “Saw.”
As always, Anna Paris plays the
brain-dead female star and joining
the cast is C'raig Bierko, a T V
actor with decent comedic talent.
When it comes to forced, cheesy
acting, I suppose you can’t get
much better. After all, how do you
cast the part o f “woman who gets
a sponge o f urine rubbed all over
her face”? Looking for one o f K .
Kelly’s fans might be a good start.
Director David Zucker, the
brilliant mind behind “Airplane,”
had to dig deep when looking for
films to parody considering the
lack o f horror flicks in the past
few years. W hile throwing in the

av
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‘Scary Movie’ parodies not only horror flicks like ‘The Grudge’ and ‘Saw,’ but branches out with other pop
ular movies like the Oscar-nominated film ‘Brokeback Mountain.’
disturbing Japanese kid from “T he
Tom Cruise so ridiculous. On the
jokes?
Grudge” was easy, Zucker had to
other hand, there are also several
The jokes are there, but their
resort to films like “Brokeback
jokes that fall flat on their faces and random and crude nature will
M ountain” for desperate jokes.
receive the “cricket effect” from the only fly with fans o f the genre.
And although these references
audience. Overusing the idea that
Bringing out the President Bush
might be funny, it’s depressing to
pain equals comedy has caused this jokes through the nudity o f Leslie
realize how much the comedy is
Nielsen (long story) could be rea
same effect in previous “Scary
being forced. Are the
son enough to either
minds behind “Scary
avoid it or see it
M ovie" even trying
immediately.
anymore? If the audi
If you’re expecting a
...
its
depressing
to
realize
h
ow
ence can make up
drastic change from the
better jokes, some
quality o f “Scary
m u ch th e co m ed y is being forced .
thing must be wrong.
Movie 3,” this might
The problem with
A re th e m inds behind ‘S cary
be a good time to rem
inisce with the original
the “Scary Movie”
M
o
v
ie’
even
trying
anym
ore?
series is that the major
“Scary Movie.” The
missing Wayans broth
ity o f the jokes will
If the audience can m ake up b etter
ers and a rather poor
either make no sense
jo
k
es,
som
ethin
g
m
ust
he
w
ro
n
g
.
selection o f films to
or simply not be funny
parody make “Scary
SIX months down the
road (some jokes may
Movie 4 ” a film look
ing for jokes. Although
even expire before the
DVD is released). With that in
it finds them most o f the time and
Movie” films and stays true in the
has enough laughs to make a
latest. Nonetheless, seeing Mike
mind, “Scary Movie 4 ” does throw
in some pretty humorous American Tyson rapidly bite people’s ears off
Friday night enjoyable. I’m afraid
culture references, such as iPod,
is always a good time in my book,
the days o f truly great parodies
MySpace and everything that makes but who dares reuse Mike Tyson
have been scared away.

Dance team brin gs
New\brk to P oly
Liz S oteros-M cN am ara
MUSTANO DAIIY

The Parsons Dance C'ompany, an energetic, modern
dance group from New York, will be performing on
Sunday, April 23 at the Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre.
“ It’s a spunky and energetic company,” said office
manager (iillian Smith. “ It’s pretty interesting.”
The show features 11 dancers who, according to a
press release, “move fast and furious. like demons but
with an obvious love for entertaining.” They dance to
the jam band music o f D.ive Matthews and Earth, Wind
and Fire.
D.ivis Parsons began the group in P)S7. Since then,
they have traveled throughout the United States and
even internationally, dancing in Fiirope, Brazil and
(diile.
The group performed to audiences around the world
with their 24-hour perfbrniance in Times Square to cel
ebrate New Years in 2(MH).
Smith has received commissions from the New York
Caty Ballet, the American Dance Theatre and Paul
Taylor Dance C'ompany.

WATI
COURIESY

______

_________

motx)
T h e
Parsons 1)ance
('onipany also pro
vides commumts’ outreach
111 New York Caty in their 42nd
Street neighborhood with all levels
o f dance classes.
“ It just makes dance fun and appro
priate for all ages,” Smith said. “(We'
want) everyone to leave having an
appR*ciation for tlance.”
The show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets and more inforiTiation are available at www.pacslo.org.
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SE X C O L U M N

Monday - The Bottom Line
Ituklin^ (vcr)'day ethical issues in the Inisi-

N ot a typ ical 35-y ear-o ld m om

ness world
by Aliza Elbert and Jennette ILill.is
Tuesday - Pofitical columnists

hen
1
their lives to the bizarre fulfill
ment o f group sex acts.
try to
think
I )espite being sexual deviants,
of possible scenarios
they seemed like nice people.
in which I'll interact
And as it turns out, he was
with a married 35sulking because it was near tlie
year-old woman, 1
end o f the cruise and tliey
always reach
the
hadn’t gotten any ass the
same conclusion. A
whole time. M.iyhe that’s why
modest sundress-clad
he was contemplating the 5:3
guy-to-girl ratio. Fhose num
woman enters the
living room where
bers either seem desperate, or
I’m loafing on the
latently homosexual, Randy.
sofa to offer me a
Though I hate to disap
combination o f ricepoint, I wished them a good
crispy treats and
night, politely citing that I
tang. Just.this spring
w'asn’t “ worldly” enough. 1
break aboard Royal
marveled at the strange variety
C'aribbeans Vision o f
o f people there are in this
the Seas, where the
world. They had retired only a
sun is free and the
few weeks ago, and at 35, they
drinks are $6.99 each, I was soaking up cigar had a lot o f years left to fill. I couldn’t help but
smoke and 130 dB rap
wonder how soon they
music one evening in
would tire o f a life conthe
Viking
Crown
sisting o f only copious
Lounge when I noticed
sex. 1 also wondered
a 35-year-old woman
why a couple like that
smiling at me. She was
would
bother with
wriggling her ‘com e
“ marriage.” And how
hither finger,’ and I
had their parents raised
smiled back, but unable
them, ht)w hail they dis
to spot the tang or rice
covered they enjoyed
crispy treats anywhere
this ill the first place and
on her person. I natural
how often did they face
ly decided to ignore her.
rejection or revulsion
Five seconds later she
because their ‘prefer
plopped down right
ences’ were so different
next to me, and I
from
our
societal
choked on my Corona
norms?
and burned a hole in my
Too many questions
crotch with my dropped
to answer when you’re
Cohiba Cuban cigar.
staring down an empty
“Do you know what
C'orona
bottle
and
a ganghang is?” she said.
reflecting on another
Apparently recruiting
spring break past.
volunteers for her sexcaAt the very least, I
pades, she wanted to
took comfort in the fact
know about me and any
that my roommate had
other able-bodied Cal
gotten a good old-fashPoly students. Without
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
ioned, one-on-one. het
thinking about it, I
erosexual haiuijob on
pointed out a girl on the
the
how
o
f
the
boat.
Siore
one for tr.ulition.
dance fliKir, my friend who happened to be
Mormon. “She’s sexy, is she into chicks?” the
/ or ijuestions, commnits i>r for deals on some surer
mother intermgated.
.•ìnzona
real estate, unte to il\>iti^ras>iiralpoly.eJu.
“ I don’t think so, she’s pretty conservative.” I
Daniel (iinj^ras is a civil nu’ineennif senior and \lustam>
blushed.
“She doesn’t know what she’s missing. 1 can eat Daily sex columnist.
p----- better than you can.” She
licked her lips, and my penis
fell off m fear, like when a
gei ko loses its tail.
I’m completely horrified,
but before I can flee she grabs
me by the arm and leads me
over to meet mine other than
her husband. The gang-banger
is married to a big intimidating
mountain o f muscle. “ Hello,” I
say to the man whose wife
wants to have sex that is
immoral on countless levels
with me and my cruise mates,
to the man who will probably
end my life and stuff my body
in his tiny cruise cabin closet
for not refusing his wife’s bad
habit.
As it turns out, I had a nice
conversation about real estate
in Arizona with “Randy,” A
self-made millionaire and
retiree. He and his wife were
traveling the world, devoting

W

‘Do you know
what a gangbang
is?’ she said.
Apparently
recruiting
volunteers for her
sexcapades, she
wanted to know
about m e and any
other able-bodied
Cal Poly students.

• Iidh Back with Jack (Liberal view)
• '¡he Ri{’ht l\ay (Conserrahir I'iav)
by Jack Ingrain and Brian Eller
Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
I'he.-iSI president writes ahoiit the
issues he finds important to the student
body.
byTylor Middlestadt
Thursday - Sex columns
• Daniel Se.xplains it .4// (Male view)
• Under the Covers with Janice
(L'emale view)
by l>uiiel (iingras andJanice Ednun
Friday - Two Classy Gents
They've taken on ¡^resident Baker,
Scientoiof^y, love-making) and (Jhuck
Liddell. Hliat will onr humor columnists
take on next?
liy Mike M.itzke .ukI I X)ug Bmzzotx’

O N L IN E

E X C L U S IV E

L I N E U P ... a Ü line Exclusive
Tuesday

th e

W ORD
on the
S C R EE N
an online column cxcliixiw

Wednesday

BIG ^

.

Juliamie ?yer
nuirsilay

W h a t d o e s th e

other sex

h a v e to s a y i
ri Spelling re
cently said, "I got
divorced, and now
I'm getting
married... please, it's
Hollywood." So here
are my tips to you
for how to avoid the
terrible mess that is
relationships jj
Tinsel Town.

w w w jD u s ta n g d a ily jte t
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Oversimplification hurts
Chowdry’s argument
In response to Huniza Chowdrys
article “Zionism and the ongoing
Israeli terrorism,” 1 would like to
make a few comments.
There is a legitimate point to be
made that people who criticize Israel
are often labeled as anti-Semitic. But
an intelligent person can realize one
can criticize Israel and not be an
anti-Semite. In fact,Jews criticize
Israel all the time covering the politi
cal spectrum from the far-Left to the
far-Right. Are they jew-haters?
Hardly.
Where Humza goes wrong and
fails to apply his logic is his sweeping
generalization o f people who sup
port Israel and Zionism. Like the
people who are quick to call some
one an anti-Semite for being critical
o f Israel. Humza labels anyone a sup
porter o f Israel as being immoral.
One can obviously support some
thing, and be critical o f it at the same
time. It’s probably how many o f us
feel about the United States.
We love its freedom, democracy
and diversity, but we may not like its
war in Iraq, treatment o f the poor
and the continued corruption o f the
Bush administration. It’s a bit drastic
to call someone immoral who sup
ports a country and wants to change
it for the better. That’s how many o f
us feel about Israel.
Furthermore, one must realize
Zionism is not so “black and white.”
The Zionism preached by
Theodor Herzl is not the religious
zealotry we witness by settlers from
Brooklyn on the West Bank today.
Zionism, in fact, saved lots o f jews
from sure death in the Holocaust,
encouraged Jews to seek intellectual
pursuits and shed theological beliefs
and ultimately helped them enter the
modern world. To attribute the con
flict today solely to Zionism just
misses the real complexities o f
Zionism itself, the region and its
people. Unfortunately, Mr. Chowdry
over simplifies the issue, and in doing
so, commits the same incorrect rea
soning as some o f his critics.
Jo sh K ob

M itia il science gK ^uate

Zionism and the ongcMng
batde to live despite terror
ism
As a proud alumnus o f this school,
I was shocked that Humza
Chowdhry would be allowed to
print pure virulent propaganda in
this schools newspaper in the Article
titled “Zionism and the ongoing
Israeli terrorism” April 19, 2(K)6. It is
truly disappointing that in an age
where people are trying to find
common ground, and reach for
peace, that someone would not only
use old terrorist tag-lines o f compar
ing Zionists to Nazis, but that they
would be allowed to print it. I will
not even give Humza the benefit o f
arguing the points in this blatant
attempt to incite hatred, which is not
protected under the first amend
ment. Instead I am writing so that
the rest o f the readers o f this paper,
in this academic institution where
the search for truth is o f utmost
importance, will hopefully take this
disgusting represen tatibn o f journal
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ism and research on
their own. D on’t take
Humza’s word; don’t
take my word at face
value. Learn for yourself
how Palestinians are
truly being treated by
their own government,
learn how nine people
died on Monday
because they decided to
go out to eat for lunch,
learn how people in
Israel survive everyday.
There are casualties on
both sides o f this issue,
there is no doubt o f that,
but the most important
item to take from this is
to strive to rise above
violence, hatred and bla
tant use o f lies and
deception to turn peo
ples’ opinions. There will
be peace in the Middle
East when the terrorists
love their children and
want more for their
children — more than
they hate Israel. Strive
for more.
Micah DeKofsky
Btmwss ffiadmtc

Chowdhry’s com 
m entary factually
unsound
Huzma Chowdhry’s appalling
commentary (4/19) was littered with
half-truths and thinking at least as
biased as the “Zionists” that he criti
cizes.
Especially considering that this
week there were nine innocent peo
ple killed by a Palestinian suicide
bomber. Meanwhile, the newlyelected Hamas gtivernment defended
the right o f maniacs to carry out
these attacks.
This is the government and the
fanaticism that Huzma supports.To
deny Israel’s right to defend itself
fixmi these sub-human attacks threat
ens the foundations o f free democra
cies. This hatred o f freedom and sup
port o f oppressive governments and
gruesome brutality is despicable.
The United States has been the
greatest force for freedom and pros
perity in the history o f the worid.
We were founded on the belief that
all men are created equal and that
each deserves to live in freedom
from overbearing king^ and dictators.
We ended slavery through the
Civil War, destroyed Fascism and
Nazism in W W II, ended commu
nism in Russia in the Cold War and
liberated 50 million from brutal
Islamic dictators. It is horrifying to
think what the world would be like
had America not confronted these
evils through military action.
Huzma criticizes these actions as
“a country that flaunts its bravery as
it plays world cop!’’W ho would you
rather have projecting its beliefs and
influencing the world? Hamas?
France? China?
Within our lifetime, communist
China will likely surpass the U.S. as a
world power. Under that kind o f
oppression and brutality, you will beg
for the days when the U.S. “played
world cop.”
Matthew Bushman
Ciinl enj^tteer senior

A war is loom ing
Though many o f us have been
focusing on the problem o f iUegal
immigration within America, there is
a more serious threat to the entire

JAMES GLEN MUSTANC OA11.Y

world looming just over the horizon.
Since last year, the president o f the
Islamic Republic o f Iran has been
making outlandish statements con
cerning the state o f Israel, the most
recent o f which being, “like it or
not, the Zionist regime is heading
toward annihilation...the Zionist
regime is a rotten, dried tree that will
be eliminated by one storm.” Does
this sound familiar to you? Hider
often blamed the Jews for the world’s
problems and president Ahmadinejad
is following closely in the fiihrer’s
footsteps.
What does this mean for all o f us?
In short, the United States and the
Western nations with enough balls,
pardon my French, will be forced to
take action against Iran. Though
Iran claims to be pursuing nuclear
tech n o lt^ for peaceful purposes,
one would have to be an idiot to
believe them after making such state
ments. Though the West would
rather avoid such a confrontation, we
know what comes from appease
ment. Should Iran develop a nuclear
warhead, it would land in Tel Aviv
before you could say, “Allah Akbar!”
It is up to nations like America to
stand up to Islamic extremists, espe
cially those in positions o f national
power like the rulers o f Iran, and call
them what they are: bigots and
racists. The world should not be
theirs to inherit, and all this talk will
get them is ruin and destruction.
Ryan Hunter
Mechanical enj^ruvrinj^ seniiw

Insight fiotti the other tide o f
the textbook issue
Regarding the recent commenury
byTylor Middlestadt on textbook
prices, let me share my perspective as
a published author. The primary
culprit in rapidly rising prices is the
wide availability o f used copies.
Consider what happens when a new
edition o f my book is adopted for
use here. The first quarter, many
new copies will be sold, resulting in
revenue for my publisher and royal
ties for me. But then for the next 8
or 10 quarters, most books purchased
by students will be used copies, gen

erating no revenue for the publisher
or author. My publisher has been
asked to supply instructor copies
even when the school’s bookstore
ordered no new copies!
Without used copies, books in
many disciplines could be revised
only every 5-6 years rather than
every 3-4 years. And prices would
be significantly lower. This would
certainly make life simpler for
authors. Please remember, though,
that publishers and authors need
incentives to produce books.
Relatively few authors earn more
than a modest amount from their
books, and publishing company
employees are not lavishly remuner
ated.
My advice to students is, if you
want to slow the rise in textbook
costs, retain ownership o f your books
after you finish the course. I still
have my college calculus, physics, and
economics books, as well as my
dialolgues o f Plato. Maybe someday
I’ll even go back to reading the lat
ter!
Jay Devore
Department chair e f statistics

What ever happened to sepa
ration o f church and state?
Next time instead o f writing an
article, just put in big bold letters,
“REPU BLIC A N S RU LE!” It will
save you the painstaking time that
you obviously took to write such a
brilliant piece o f bia.sed nonsense.
Your title begins with “Good vs.
Evil” and yet, nowhere do you men
tion what exactly good and evil are.
In fact the only thing that you talk
about in your article is how wonder
ful Republicans are, and that
Democrats are Gtxlless crybabies.
Now it seems to me, and you tell me
if I’ve got this wrong, but, are you
implying that Democrats are evil?
And then, if you indirectly claimed
that Democrats are evil and that
most democrats are secular in nature,
are you saying that it is evil to not
believe in God. If I am wrong, and I
hope that I am, then I suj,^est that
next time you explain yourself more
cleariy.

Later, you claim that us heathen
liberals took Prc*sident Bush’s con
sultation with God as a sign o f men
tal deficiency. 1 say it’s more his
inability to pronounce words like
“nuclear”. It does not frighten me
that our president prays, it frightens
me that he tells the world that every
thing is going to be fine because he
prays.
Perhaps, “The Right Way” would
be to stop writing trivial articles glo
rifying your relationship with God
and instead o f fanning the flames, try
to fix this problem.
Aaron Lichtner
Materials eni^ineerin^ freshman

ITS never ceases to am aze
When I thought the service they
provide us couldn’t get any shakier,
they threw a new one at me. Before
they have tamed the Oracle fiasco,
they decided to get in over their
heads and roll out a new portal look.
While the new portal look was more
aesthetically pleasing, it only lasted a
few moments. Today the login page
reverted back to its old self when
problems arose while trying to log
in.
I am not a consultant, or IT profes.sional, but one would think to
solve your current problems before
taking on more. If they are still hav
ing trouble with email, then how do
they possibly think they can handle
anything else? I would like to know
who decided to change the portal,
and why they thought it was a good
use o f resources to have people work
on that when they still haven’t solved
the email debacle. I had problems
with email as o f yesterday, so they
clearly have not put the email
behind them. I think a more appro
priate name for the ITS department
is Instigator o f Trouble with no
Solutions.
D a v id H ansen

Hninnyfimental health and senves fresh
man

FOR MORE LETTERS
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Investigators in D uke lacrosse rape case search for evidence in dorm rooms
T im W hitm ire
\SS('» lAI I I) I’kl

DUKHAM .
N.C:.
— I'olice
^e.lr(.lu•d tlie dorm rooms o f two
Duke University laerosse players after
the twi) were arrestei.1 on eharges ot
r. ipmg and kidnapping an exotie
dancer during an otf-campus team
parts.
District Attornev Mike Nifong
s. iKi luesday he alsti hoped to link a
third man tir tiie alleged attack soon,
hut he said that person had not been
"identified w ith certainty.”
■'ll is important that we not only
bring the assaiiants to justice, but alsti
that we lift the i loud o f suspicion
from those team members who were
not insolsed in the assault." Nitong
said in a statement.
The ..censer, a 27-year-old student
at a nearby college, told police she
w.i' attacked b\ three white men at a
lunise where she and another
woman were hired to dance at a
party o f ku rosse team members the
night o f March 13.
Two team members — Keade
Sehgmann. a sophomore from Essex
1 ells, N.J., and C'ollin Finnerty, a
sophomore from Garden Caty, N.Y.
— were arrested early Tuesday. Each
posted S40(),(HK) bond and was
released within hours.
Their lawyers assailed the district
attorney for bringing the charges
after DN.^ tests had tailed to connect
any o f the team members to the
.i.icged rape.
Sehgmann is "absolutely inno-eiit." said attorney Kirk Osborn.
1 innerts 's attorney. Hill (hotter, said,
"W'eVe confident that these young
men will be found to be innocent.”
Nifong has declined to say what
led to the charges tsr discuss evidence

■VC-*'

a .ss( k :ia i k i )

Bill Cotter, an attorney for Duke lacrosse player Collin Finnerty, answers questions from reporters on
Wednesday outside the Durham County Judicial Building in Durham, N.C. Finnerty and teammate Reade
Seligmann have been arrested and charged with allegedly raping and kidnapping an exotic dancer.
in the case. The dorm rooms were
searched Tuesd.iy night for abtnit twt)
hours, according to resident assistant
Taggart White. The warrants had mn
been returned to the court clerk s or
magistrate’s otTice by
inidd.iy
Wednesday.
“1 can imagine they never quit
investigating, but 1 think it’s uniisiial
to be executing search warrants after
they’ve indicted.” (\itter said
Wednesday.
Defense attorneys h.ive said they
have tune-stamped photos fniin the
party, bank records, cell phone calls
and a taxi driver’s statement to sup
port Seliginann’s claim o f innocence,
(hotter declined to comment about

that evidence Wednesd.iv. He also
said his client had left 1)urham.
Robert Ekstrand, who represents
dozens o f phiyers on the team, said
neither Seligmann nor Finnerty' was
at the party “at the relevant time.”
File indictment represents “a horri
ble circumstance and a product o f a
rush to judgment,” he said.
Defense attorneys have also
alleged that the accuser was intoxi
cated and injured when she showed
up for the party.
A cousin o f the accuser who has
been acting as a spokeswoman for
her family disputed that allegations
in an interview on ABC7s “(iood
Morning America” Wednesday. She

Survey: College grads getting more job offers
Elena Rozw adow ski
M IN M M U S DAIIY (L . S IIS M S O IA .

M IN NEAlH ’iLIS - For ni.irketing senior Shannon IVloquin, find
ing the right jo b was easy.
" I ’ve been set to go and h.ive had
a lot o f options since fall.” Beloqum
said.
She is not alone.
According to a report released
Tuesday by the National Association
o f CTilleges and Employers, nioa*
than f>0 p eaen t o f employers plan
to hia* more college grads this year.

(66t> 7 6 5 - JUr^

nates enter the workforce each year,
It knows employers tend to like
University graduates, said Jerry
Rinehart, vice paivost for Student
Affairs.
"C^ur students aa* known for
their staiiig work ethic because we
h.ive more students who work
through college than at other insti
tutions,” Rinehart said.
“ Employers like our students
because they know what work is and
how to get their hands dirty,” he
said.
Many individual colleges within
the University, especially those with
paifesMonal training paigranis, keep
close count o f post-graduation jo b
placement, Rinehart said.
For example, more than ‘>0 per
cent
o f C^arlson School
of
Management graduates find jobs
right out o f college, according to the
Carlson School’s Human Resources
and Industrial Relations.
“We w'ork hard to prepare our
students to compete in a very’ com
petitive jo b market,” said Cdare
Foley, director o f the ('arlson School
Ciraduate Business Caa'er Center.
Morgan Kinross-Wright. direc
tor of the ('arlson School’s
Undergraduate CLireer ('enter, said
the centers are a goml resource for
undergraduates and graduates in the
school because they nor only pre
snjoeNTD.iS C O U f pare stiulents for interviews, but .iKo
connect them with different comVideo: $70
p.iiiies all over the nation.
DVD: $90
“We'a* rm IK' taking them where
they want to go for jobs,” she said.
Tandem: $150
Accelerated Freefall:$250 “J h e market is good right now.”

“We’re seeing a greater range of
opportunities opening up for new
college graduates,” said .Marilyn
.Mackes, the asstKiation’s e.xecutive
dia'ctor, “Fmployers in all sectors aa*
paijecting an inca*ase in hiring.”
Nationally, college graduate job
placement is expected to increase by
11.1 percent from last year, according
lo the a*port. In the Midwest alone,
employers said they plan to hia*
percent iiioa* college graduates than
they did List year.
While the University' doesn’t
know exactly how many o f its grad-
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identified herself onlv bv her first
name, Jackie, to protect the woman’s
identity.
“Before she went to the party she
was not intoxicated, she was not
dritiking,”jackie said."There’s a great
possibility' that when she went to the
party, she was given a drink and it
was drugged.”
The case has raised racial tensions
and heightened the long-standing
towti-vs.-gown antagonism between
Duke students and middle-class,
racially mixed 1)urhani. The accuser
is black, and all but one o f the 47
lacrosse team members are white.
1)uke would not comment specif
ically on any disciplinary action

taken
against
Seligmann
and
Finnertv, but said it is university
practice to suspend students charged
with a felony.
"Manv lives have been touched bv
this case.” I )uke President Richard
Brodhead said in a statem ent."It has
brought pain and sutfering to all
involved, and it deeply challenges
our ability to balance judgment with
conip.ission.”
Since the scandal broke, the uni
versity has canceled the team's sea
son, its coach resigned and Duke
officials said they were investigating
the beh.ivior o f the nationally ranked
team, some o f whose members h.ive
been found guilts- o f public intoxica
tion and public urination.
Neither Seligmann and Finnertv
was among the team members
arrested in recent years for such
offenses .is undenige drinking and
public urination.
Finnerty
was
charged
in
Washington, I ).C7, with assault after a
man told police in November that
Finnerty’ and two friends punched
him and called him “gay and other
derogatory names.” Finnerty agreed
to coniniunity service.
Both Seligmann and Finnerty are
products o f wealthy New York Cuty
suburbs and all-male
Rom an
Catholic prep schools. Finnerty
attended Long Island’s Cdiaminade
High School, where W percent o f
the students go on to college.
Seligmann went to the exclusive
Delbarton School, a laemsse power
house in Morristown, N.j.
“ It is our hope and our conviction
that the full truth o f all that hap
pened that night will vindicate
Reade o f these charges,” 1)elbartoii’s
headmaster, the Rev. Luke L.Travers,
said in a statement.

Senators urge Congress to
cut student loan rates by half
Z ach A hm ad
u-vuiu Om ururAi '
W A SH IN G T(')N — Two ke\
DenuKTatic lawmakers .la* pionioting
a bill to cut the iiitea*st rati*s for stu
dent loans in half in a*sponse to large
budget cuts made to student aid earli
er this year.
The “Reverse the Raid on Student
Aid Act,” intaxluced April 13 by Rep.
George Miller and Sen. Dick Durbin,
would lower interest rates on federal
ly subsidized student loans from 6.S
peaent to 3.4 pea'ent and cut paa-nt
loans from H..S percent to 4.25 per
cent.
Given estimates showing that the
.iverage college smdeiit will graduate
with anighly $17,500 o f debt, the
lawmakers said the bill would save the
typical student $5,(>00 over the life o f
the loan.
In a coiifea'iice call with several
media outlets last week, the coiiga*ssnien vaid it is important for ( iMiga ^s
to affirm its comniument to niakimi
higher education afforsiabie to anyone
who seeks it.
“Vie think this is important ii
time of vear w hen students and fami
lies and others are filling out applica
tions visiting campust . trs iiig to fig
ure out '■ ho's going to p.n foi th.it
education when their students get
accepted by a school to go to next
year.” Miller said. “It is a critical time
o f the year, ,ind we should send a sig
nal that will be able to afroal that

education and not be crushed by
debt.”
I he pmpos.il comes after ('onga*ss
p.issed moa- than S I 2 billion in stu
dent aid cuts — largely by means of
increased intea'st rati*s — as part ot a
comprehensis e budget reconciliation
bill that will go into efrect July 1.
1debate over the issue was largely split
.ilong parts lines.
Durbin and Miller have also estab
lished an online forum for students to
post anecdotes and commentary
about their struggles to cope with
college costs, and urged students and
parents
alike
to
urge
their
C'onga*ssnien to support the new bill.
Durbin said the bill is critical to
counter the constantly rising cost o f a
college education, which he said is
forcing moa* and moa* young people
to forgo college entia*ly rather than
be saddled with substantial student
loans.
“Tlu*y h.ive to rake the best p.i\ ing
jo b ...and sometimes that m.i\ not be
the jo b they watit or the best jo b for
America. Durbin said.“ I think rliat if
'Ae're committed to our students and
furiia* generations and giving them
the options the\- need to make this a
hettei n.ition, we need to undo the
harm that’s been ilone to this bill.”
The lawmakers said it will be difhcult to bring the bill to the House
floor, but that they are hopeful the\
will a'ceive bipartisan support for the
iiieasua* .is attention on the issue
increases.
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Erk Smith

F«rnando Ni«v«s

Hanw«y Shwh

Jon Fox

tradition of lighting one's own

Gamekiller who lives by the

never be for sale, and that

Zack Danialson

Bharat Kutrar

Chad Utsch

farts. Sure, there's little more

motto "Anything you can do

many a man has gone broke

enticing than the ignition of

I can do better." Sure enough.

trying to prove otherwise.

was recast in the role of "the

one's own combustible human

The One Upper claimed to not

villain" in front of a crowd of

gasses, but much like riding an

only know boats, but he also

horrified on-lookers. N o one

electric scooter, you don't look

boasted of captaining his own

hooks up with an insensitive

that cool doing it. W hen the

40-foot vessel. Eric tried to

pig. Rest in peace Fernando,

laughter

Hanwey

navigate to the calmer waters

but you sleep alone.

was left with nothing but a

of car talk but was run over

good laugh and the faint smell

again by The One Upper's

DANIELSON Zack, Aliania, GA

of old eggs, while his lady

supposed

It was early in the evening

was snared by a new suitor.

roadster. The tension quickly

yesterday when Zack's game

M an, talk about blowing it.

mounted, and soon the two

subsided,

vintage

German

MASSIS Andre, Soo Paulo, BR

left us, and while it didn't

were engaged in a ruthless

UTSGH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ

W as lured aw ay from a pretty

go without a fight, Zack did

game of one-upmanship. On

His game was faring nicely

young thing and into a heated

have his arse unceremoniously

and on they went, seeing what

at the local coffee shop with

game of 'Foos' by his good

handed to him. Upon returning

the other guy just said and

a

friend Carl —more commonly

from

Zack

raising him. W hen the smoke

drinker called

known as "The M ayor of N o

found the girl he was seeing

cleared, Eric had won the gloat-

seemed well on his way to

Women's Land." W hile Andre

had been surrounded by a

fest, but the girl was nowhere

a little afternoon delight, that

made several attempts to step

beefy mesomorph. Early Man,

to be found. N o one likes a

is

aw ay and put himself back

who tried to use his abundant

braggart. Eric's game was last

Gamekiller

into contention with the said

muscle to strong-arm him out

seen drifting aw ay towards

entered picture. This pompous

female, Carl's relentless pursuit

of the picture.

Zack did not

KU M A R Bharat, Jacksonville, FL

the vast sea of loneliness in

scholastic scavenger, famous

for all things that don't involve

keep his cool and accused

After kicking his game to a

an undersized boat.

for luring

getting some, was ultimately too

his young lady friend of flirting

leggy

dorm

debates on subjects of which

much for the young Andre. He

with the first guy who came

mixer, Bharat was interrupted

they know nothing, over-heard

quickly found himself sweating

ab n g .

doubt

by Trevor, a.k.a. British Accent

the conversation turning to art

it out over the air hockey table,

disgusted by Zack's over-the-

Guy. Women are drown to

and pounced. Immediately he

from where he would catch a

top bravado, fled the scene

men with British accents, so all

steered the dialogue into an

glimpse of his young beauty

when his far from attractive

it took was a single "pardon" to

area known as Out O f Chad's

heading out the door with

jealousy escalated into Zack

make his girl raise an eyebrow

Depth where he would dish

another suitor. Andre's game

throwing a punch, which was

toward

out ever increasing portions

will be remembered by many,

caught in mid-air by something

Redcoat. This prompted Bharat

of

just not her.

that looked like a hand, but felt

to get riled by calling out the

Chad reacted as anyone with

like a 201b vice. By the time

guy's busted grill of yellowing

FO X Jon, London, U K

Zack re-gained consciousness,

Ixjd

comparing

Jon's game, bebved to many a

"IQ " would: the wrong way.

he

and

the merits of baseball over

cheer leaderand facilitator of the

N o, the answer to "W hen

unable to console himself with

cricket. The British Accent Guy

ménage of 2 0 0 3 , was fairing

do you feel Picasso peaked?"

his dominant hand.

smiled and opened his mouth

well at a Gold Coast club with

isn't to shove the questioner

only to offer small bits of norv

a delightful pair of sisters. That

in the chest. Rita was left to

oonfrontational banter, allowing

is until the playboy predator

apologize

his accent to seep into the girl's

and full time Gamekiller simply

Chad's

brain like a piece of brilliant

known as Kash Munni entered

if she could make up for it

propaganda. In the end, the

the picture. A well-endowed

in some way. Chad tried to

NEVES Fernando, New \bk, NY

Brit would invade on Bharat's

socialite famous for trashing

recover, but it was too bte.

His

and

territory with ease, taking the

5-star hotel rooms, Kash had

He had lost his cool, and

its w ay to a ten

girl, and leaving Bharat's game

traveled in from oil rich bnds

his game would retire home,

digit exchange with a hottie

strewn on the road as a piece

wearing

where it would begin its own

known as Britney, but was

of collateral damage.

loafers and indoor sunglasses.

iJ

game

well on

was

:

alive

the

was

bathroom,

His

girl,

home

no

abne

redhead

this

teeth

at

game

and

a

killing

expensive

Italian

classic Gamekiller, The Drama

Hanwey was chatting up a

SMITH Eric, Washington, DC

Queen. She ran into the scene,

Latin diva at an apartment

His

its

with his family's fortune, which

tears streaming, and sobbed

complex

demise in the most unlikely

he shamebssly flaunted in the

a story of having seen her ex

game was hot enough to pose

of

brm of an array of high status

from four years ago. "I, I, I just

a fire hazard, that is until his

engaging in two of his most

pbstic.

can't be a b n e tonight, Brit."

friend and cocoon of horror

pleasurable pastimes: talking

suddenly lose his cool and go

Still a retrievable situation had

known as The Mess entered

about boats, with his other

on the defensive by opening a

Fernando kept his cool. But

the

snatched

passion, a b>eautiful girl who

tab of his own. O n his debit

he didn't. "Four years seems

Hanwey up like a flash flood

seemed genuinely interested.

card. After three rounds, Jon's

like a long time ago," he said

of distraction. Somewhat of

They were even planning to go

account was maxed. Shortly

in all inrxxence. By the time

a loose cannon. The AAess

out in his 15-foot dinghy, only

after he was dropped off alone

The Drama Queen was done

immediately engaged Hanwey

to hit unseen rocks in the form

would Jon learn the hard w ay

in the age-old male bonding

of The One Upper, the classic

that a woman's affection should

flipping the salpt, Fernando

picture

and

the

Rita and

he

corduroyclad

known

as

"IQ"

men into heated

intellectual

emasculation.

emphatically

actions

and

for

asked

blue period.

Drinks were bought for willing

SHKH Harw»y, Lm Angelas, CA

his

until

latte

a 20 point IQ deficit facing

suddenly bushwhacked by a

barbecue and

seemingly receptive

game

came

circumstances.

to

and unwilling recipients alike

W h ib

O bituaries can be created
and sent via em ail to friends
a t gamekillers.com

This caused Jon to
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International Nepalese security forces kill at least four protesters at rally
briefs
4
i
u
M atthew R osenberg

ASSCK lA T tl) I'RESS

K A B U L , A fghanistan — A
massive explosion believed to
have been caused by a rocket
shook the Afghan capital late
Wednesday near the U.S. Embassy
compound, wounding an Afghan
security contractor, otiicials said.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Lou
Fintor said the blast did not occur
on embassy property, and no
Americans were injured. Staff
members rushed to a bunker in
the compound after the 1 1 p.m.
blast.
— riwAssociated ¡^rcss
•••
SAN JU A N , P u erto R ic o The U.S. government released the
most extensive list thus far o f
detainees
held
at
the
Guantanamo Bay prison on
Wednesday, nearly all o f them
labeled enemy combatants. In all,
558 people were listed in docu
ments released by the IVntagon
late in response to a Freedom o f
Information lawsuit from The
Associated Press. They were
among the first swept up in the
U.S. global war on terrorism for
suspected links to al-Qaida or the
laliban.
—
Ih c Associated Press

• • •
B A G H D A D , Iraq — Under
U.S. pressure, Iraqi leaders decid
ed Wednesday to convene parlia
ment in a bid to jump-start for
mation o f a new unity govern
ment, stalled for months over the
choice o f a prime minister.
But Shiite officials raised
doubts whether the session —
already postponed once this week
— would take place Thursday as
planned. They said the seven-fac
tion Shiite alliance would meet
Thursday morning and decide
whether to attend the afternoon
session.
The Bush administration is
anxious to get a broad-based gov
ernment seated, hoping it will
help undermine support for the
insurgency as well as calm sectar
ian strife that has bloodied Iraq in
recent months.
—
'¡he Assixiaicd Press
•

•

•

R O M E (A P ) — A top Italian
court confirmed the slim election
victory o f center-left economist
Romano Prodi, although Premier
Silvio Berlusconis conservative
coalition was not conceding
defeat Wednesday.
The Court o f Cassation said
Prodi won the lower house o f
parliament by a margin o f 24,(HM)
votes
over
Premier
Silvio
Berlusconi’s conservatives _ a
margin virtually unchanged from
the one previously announced.
After
the
results
were
announced,' Prodi said Italians
should have no more doubts
about his win in the April 9 -1 0
vote.
—
The Associated Press
•

•

•

BA GH DA D ,
Iraq
—
Handwriting
experts
have
authenticated Saddam Hussein’s
signatures on more documents
related to a crackdown on Shiites
in the 1980s.
—
The Associated Press

KA TM AN D U, Nepal — Nepal’s
crisis grew bloodier Wednesday
when security forces fatally shot
four pro-democracy protesters as
the government imposed a curfew
in the capital to prevent a huge rally
urging the king to loosen his grip
on power.
Two weeks o f often-violent
protests and a general strike against
palace rule have paralyzed Nepal,
leaving cities short o f food and fuel
and the country at its most volatile
since the monarch seized power 14
months ago.
The royal government has
responded harshly, claiming Nepal’s
comniunist insurgents — who are
now allied with the opposition —
have infiltrated rallies to sow vio
lence. Police have beaten, tear
gassed and arrested thousands o f
protesters.
A total o f 10 Nepalis, including
the four Wednesday, have been slain
by security forces in this Hindu
kingdom once known as ShangriLa since the opposition launched a
general strike April 6.
Officials claimed security forces
opened fire only after being shot at
during an assault by brick-throwing
protesters in Chandragadi, about
310 miles southeast o f Katmandu.
The government has made such
claims in the past, although no
shootings by protesters have been
independently verified.
The region’s ch ief administrator,
Bhola Siwakoti, also said the
demonstrators defied a ban on
protests and were looting.
There were conflicting reports o f
how many were killed.The Defense
M inistry said two people were
dead, another Nepali official put
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Opposition
party support
ers demon
strate against
King
Gyanendra in
Katmandu,
Nepal on
Wednesday.
Nepal’s royal
government
has imposed
an 18-hour
curfew in the
capital and
surrounding
areas ahead of
a planned rally
by opponents
of King
Gyanendra

A.S,S(X:iAl hD I’RF.SS

the toll at four, and a U.N. official getting popular, it is expanding and
said it was five. Both officials spoke growing.’’
on condition o f anonymity because
T he opposition campaign has
the situation’s sensitivity.
brought ordinary Nepalis into the
T he shootings reinforced fears o f streets alongside students and polit
more bloodshed Thursday, when ical activists. On Wednesday, some
the opposition hoped to mass 250 professors held a protest. All
100,()()() people onto the ring road were arrested.
that skirts Katmandu.
A few thousand people also
Trying to ofT head the march, protested in Katmandu and demon
which would dwarf previous strators hurled bricks at police, who
protests and undercut government responded with tear gas, rubber
claims that demonstrators lack pop bullets and baton charges.
ular support, authorities announced
W hile nearly all here said they
a Katmandu curfew from 2 a.m. to were hoping Thursday’s protest
8 p.m. Thursday.
would be peaceful, many said they
Soldiers and police were ordered did not fear violence.
to shoot violators, and no passes
“ If we are faced with violence
were issued to diplomats, journalists tomorrow, we w'ill burn the palace,”
and Nepali human rights monitors said Ankil Shresthra, a 22-year-old
— groups that had received passes student. “T he king will die.”
in the past.
Nepal’s Hindu royal dynasty was
“T he events show how desperate once revered as godlike, and the
the present royal regime is. It is recent chants o f ’Hang the king” in
becoming paranoid,’’ said Dhruba Nepal’s streets are a major departure
Adhikary o f the independent Nepal from past protests, like the 1990
Press Institute. “T he movement is uprising that led his older brother

to introduce democracy.
King Gyanendra ended that
experiment in February 2005, say
ing he needed to crush the Maoist
insurgency that has killed nearly
13,000 people in a decade.
W hile many o f Nepal’s 27 mil
lion people at first welcomed the
king’s power grab — frustrated by
squabbling politicians — the wors
ening insurgency and faltering
economy have fueled discontent.
Ciyanendra is under enormous
pressure from Nepal’s major inter
national partners — the United
States and India — to compromise
with the political parties organizing
the protests.
India, a burgeoning global power
that does not want disorder on its
doorstep, sent a special envoy to
press the king to reach a deal with
the parties, who are demanding a
new constitution that would limit
— or eliminate — the monarchy’s
role.

Japan and South K orea clash over island dispute
Joseph C olem an
ASVH lATEI) mEVS

T O K Y O — Japan defied South
Korean pn>tests Wednesday and dis
patched two ships to begin a mar
itime survey near disputed islets
between the two nations, raising the
sukes in the territorial standoff.
South Korea earlier had dispatched
a flotilla o f patrol boats to guard the
territory, held by Seoul but claimed
by' Tokyo.
Two Japanese survey vessels left
Sakaiminato on Wednesday, headed
for the islands, saidYuzuru Kubota, a
coast guard official in the port city on
Japan’s west coa.st.
But he said the ships were lingering
just beyond the bay and were not
steaming immediately toward the sur
vey area. Japan has refused to provide
a schedule; news reports said the sur
vey could start as soon as Thursday.
South Korean Foreign Minister
Ban Ki-moon warned Japan not to go
ahead, saying his country — which
has long protested Japan’s repeated
claims to the islets — was preparing
for “all scenarios” in the dispute.
South Korean local media have
reported that Seoul may try to cap
ture Japanese vessels entering disputed
waters.
“If Japan pushes ahead ... we will
react sternly to it in accordance with
international and domestic laws,” Ban
told a nationally televised news con-

ference. “The responsi
issued a formal complaint over the
bility for all problems
change.
caused by this lies with
The surveys are aimed at collecting
Japan and. South Korea clashed
Japan.”
hydrographic data. Japan’s Sankei and
Wednesday over Japan’s
Asahi
newspapers said the boats —
“T he government is
planned scientific survey of
621-ton Meiyo and 605-ton Kaiyo
preparing
counter
disputed islets in the waters
— were to collect data before an
measures for all scenar
between them.
international conference on ocean
ios,” Ban said without
Planned
Islets
in
tLx>r topography in June in Germany.
elaborating. He spoke
survey a rea
dispute
At the conference. South Korea
after President R o h
Sea o f
was expected to prtipose its own
N . Æ ilEA 1 /
Japan
Moo-hyun held a sud
name for the area surrounding the
den meeting with
islets, the papers said. South Korea
security ministers to
soul
prefers the “East Sea” to the “Sea o f
discuss the dispute.
Tokyo«
KOR(
Japan,” as it is known internationally
Later in the day, the
iato
Japan’s survey comes after South
20ÛI
South Korean parlia
Pacific
Korea conducted a similar study.
Ocean
ment approved a reso
Japanese officials say Seoul’s research
lution calling for a halt
to the survey.
comprised o f a vast rectangle just was part o f its effort to change the
body o f water’s name, but South
Ban’s comments came after R o h
o f the disputed islands,
Korean officials deny that is their aim.
on Tuesday called the survey, expectrefused to say how close the
The island tiff comes amid rocky
would come to the
ed to last through the end o f June, an
relations
between the two Asian
pings, but he said it rested completely
“offensive provocation.”
within Japan’s exclusive economic neighbors.
Japan, however, has flatly refused
South Korea, which nurses angry
zone according to the U.N.
to abandon the project. C h ie f
memories ofjapan’s harsh 1910-1945
Convention on the Law o f the Sea.
Cabinet Secretary Shinzo Abe said
The bluster on both sides, howev colonization o f the Korean Peninsula,
on Wednesday that Japan’s right to
er, was coupled with calls to find a has fervendy objected to Japanese
the study was protected under inter
diplomatic solution to the impas.se. Prime Minister Junkhiro Koizumi’s
national law.
T he two countries have sparred repeated visits to a Tokyo war shrine
“I would like the South Korean repeatedly in recent years over the considered by critics to be a glorifica
side to understand this point well,” islets, which rise fix>m waters rich in tion o f Japanese militarism.
Abe told reporters. “Japan will calm fish and other national resources.
R oh canceled a scheduled summit
ly proceed with its activities in line
The dispute flared recently when with Koizumi last year because o f the
with international law.”
Japan’s Education Ministry edited shrine visits and later avoided a cus
Kubota, the Japanese coa.st guard public school textbooks to say the tomary one-on-one meeting with the
official, refused to provide full details volcanic outcroppings belong to Japanese leader on the sidelines o f a
ofthesurvey,but said the area covered japan. Seoul’s ambas.sador to Japan regional conference.

Territorial dispute
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continued from page 16

their expense, making the art o f
hunting over the Internet ju st
another way to get venison.
And here is another question;
How is hunting over the Internet
any more unsportsmanlike than the
manner m which our own Vice
l^resident D ick C heney hunted
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pheasant and other small fowl in
the controlled environment o f a
Texas ranch?
In case you did n’t know,
C Teney paid for the birds and had
them planted in brushes, then
proceeded to scare them out the
brushes and then shot them from
close range, this ju st before he
accidentally shot his colleague.
D on ’t get me wrong, I am not

saying that hunting as a whole is
wrong, but that propagating for the
banning o f the practice o f hunting
over the Internet and not the ban
ning o f other forms o f hunting that
are just as inhumane and unsports
manlike is extremely hypocritical.
To this day, groups like the
Humane Society o f the United
States,
the
National
R iile
Association
and
Safari
C lub

International are pushing for
national legislation banning online
hunting.
In an interview
with the
Christian
Science
M onitor,
Michael Markarian o f the Humane
Society o f the U nited States
described the practice as, "pay-perview slaughter.’’ Yet, one question
conies to mind: Why is the
Humane Society seeking to ban

ACROSS
1 Places to
do-si-do
5 With 66-Across,
one way to
think (with a
hint to this
puzzle s theme)
11 Decline of the
West^
13 Mason jar use

32 Losers
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57 Tender

'T h e
•u e s t a n g !

34 One on the links 59 Pokey
37 Home of
60 Turns in
Nascar’s
g2 Husbandry
Talladega
At hand
Superspeedway.
Abbr
65 “Get real!"
39 Brightness
66 See 5-Across
units, for short?
40

______ Pepper

41 Don who won
15 Happens to,
the 1962 Cy
old-style
Young award
17 Any “Star Wars"
44 Above 13,
film
briefly
18 Prefix with polar
46 Satisfy
19 Bisector
4 8 ___room (dorm
21 Encourage
facility)
23 Drift (about)
51 Some houses
25 Dish eaten with
are built on it
a spork
53
______ -Bio
26 “Good”
fuse)
cholesterol inits.
54 Henry James
27 Daily regimen
novel set in
New York City
28 In
30 Mommy’s
triplets?

Edited by Will Shortz

55 Sacred beetle
of ancient Egypt
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baseball has now become beyond
question, tlie leading feature o f the
outdoor
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o f the

United

States?” And when?

DOWN
Slake

Answer the Questang! correctly

3 Loose
^ Walt Whitman’s
“___Watch'd
the Ploughman
Ploughing"
Something to
slip on
.
Isn't vigilant
Impertinent
(brand of ^
ones

and get your name m the next
Questang'
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63

64

Parochial

®
9 3-D
representations

10 Funding, as a
chair
1 2 ___Avery of
Looney Tunes

Puz2<« by John Formar

33 Kyrgyzstan city
34 Fleet leader.
Abbr.

1 4 ___-Y (modern
youth)

35 It’s seen in the
first or last
quarter

16 :■<, in a chat
room

36 Pirate feature
38 Charity

45 Italian monk
47 You may hit it
when you’re
angry
49 Spots
50

56 Kiss, in a Paul
Anka song
58 Battle of Britain
fliers: Abbr.

61 Make more
______ Blanc,
alluring, with
popular wine
“up"
grape

20 Detective writer 42 Unfruitful
52 Faux chocolate 63 1974 John
Paretsky
N
43 Catch in pots
55 Hindu honorific
Wayne movie
22 Jacobs Field’s
home, on
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
scoreboards
N
W
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
24 Poor boy
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
provider
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
29 Summer
Online subscnptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
observance;
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Abbr,
Share tips; nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
31 Harebrained
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

('hris Gutm is a Journalism senior
and assistant sports editor. You can email him at cgunn@calpoly.edu.
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Gossword

this particular type o f inhumane
hunting and ignoring other bla
tantly inhumane hunting practices?
Practices much like the type o f
staged hunting that our vice presi
dent decided was so acceptable
when he paid for his days kill.
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enforces a “no helmet, no ride pol
icy,” and all minors must be accom 
panied by an adult.
Free safety classes will be held
on May 9, 16 and 20 for San Luis
Obispo C^ounty residents. The goal
o f the class is to help riders refine
their cycling skills, ride their bike
safely and confidently, learn to be
visible and predictable and avoid
crashes and falls, according to the
club’s Web site.
T he classes are open to members
o f the public that are 16-years or
older and are also offered in July,
Septem ber
and
November.
Bicycles are only needed for
Saturday classes.
"Y o u ’re certainly welcome to
come try us out for a few rides, but
if you want to run with us regular
ly you need to pay the fee,”
Goldenberg said. The fee “doesn’t
even cover the cost o f the newslet
ter we send out each month.”
Membership is $15 per year and
family rates are available for $22
per year. For more information
visit
their
Web
site
at
www.sIobc.org.

B A R T E N D E R T R A IN E E S N E E D E D
Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

1 -8 0 0 -8 5 M 1 0 9

www.bapt8ndusa.la

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

H O M ES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

ANNO UNCEM ENTS

Port San Luis Harbor is hiring
Lifegaurds for Avila Beach. Obtain
apps. at Harbor office Pier THree,
Avila Beach. Close date 4/28/06.
Tryout date 4/29/06
For more info call 595-5400

Beach Lifeguard City of Morro Bay;
p/ t 30-40 hr/ wk: $ 1 0 .5 a
$12.50/ hr; patrol beach for
protection & safety of public:
Title 22 and CPR for
Professional Rescuer required.
Apply City Morro Bay, 772-6207;
deadline: May 1, 2(X)6.

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes .com

Off-campus rentals Farrell Smyth
property management
complete list on our website;
vwm.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2636

PCE’s 17th annual
Pilipino Cultural Night
“Righting My Goodbye"
Clark Center. Arroyo Grande
Friday. April 28
Preshow 6:30pm, Show 7pm
more info: wvm.pceslo.com

FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

Now HIringl Premier childrens
summer camp seeking camp
counselors, activity instructors,
ropes-course facilitators,
lifegaurds, and many more!
visit our website at
wvm.riverwayranchcamp.com and
call us at (800) 821-2801

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Fishing Industry. Great pay!
Free Room & Board
and Travel! Male/Female.
No experience necessary.
vwm.AlaskaJobFinder.com

HO M ES FOR SALE

Nanny two kids 3.5 yrs and
16 mos. 2-3 X per wk 3-4 hrs
visit. Templeton. Pay negotiable
(805) 975-2422

Walk to Cal PolyBeautiful 2 bdrm/lbath home.
Completely remodeled inside/out.
new roof, siding, plumbing,
electrical, windows, heater, tile
floors/counter tops, hardwood
floor, jacuzzi, appliances.
Large lot w/ new redwood deck.
Freshly painted inside/out.
Pre-listing price: $625,000
1035 Murray St., SLO
(805) 801-2946

Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$2800-1(888) 784-CAMP
vwm.workatcamp.com/slo

Nice Home for Sale in SLO
Walk to campus. Info at:
vwm. 1658Wilson .com
REMAX 805-235-7197

LA Area Summer Camps
wvm.daycampjobs.com/slo
Sports camp Counselors
Near Palo Alto $72-$90 per day
wvm.decathlonsportsclub.com

Real Estate for sale
Farrell Smyth Real Estate
View listings on our interactive
website; vwm.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2172

1630 PALM ST 6 BLKS TO POLY.
Cute 3 bedrm, 2 bath on HUGE
lot. Zoned multi-family: R-2. Palm
& Grand. A BUY at $669,000.
Contact TOM MEES 440-5064.
C21 San Luis Prop,
(picture available on online ad)
Need housing? Then put in an ad!
Call: (805) 756-1143 or
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

RENTAL HOUSING
3 Bed/ 2 1/2 Bath Townhouse
$1900; 2 Bed Cedar Creek
$1600: Luxury condo with
garage near Cal Poly $1700
plus... wvm.slohomes.com
Fun, laid-back 2nd yr female
looking for shared room or
own room ( $475 neg.)
Please call: (408) 821-6253

Foothill Hacienda Apts.
2 Bdrm/ 2bath 1/2 block to Poly
furnished for four people, cable.
HBO, high spd. internet incl.
Sept.-June (805) 748-6913

LOST AND FOUND
Found High School ring
call Susan: (805) 756-2484

College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2006-2007
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

Found loading ramp, call w/ info to
verify 661-496-4619

SHOUT OUTS

Lost black faded zip-up jacket
with flower print. (408) 821-6253

What time is it, Mary?
GAME TIME HUH!”

th

Found couple of bicycles, call w/
info to verify 661-496-4619

$1000 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact: 431-2972

kuya fghagawads???

SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY

REWARD for lost grey cat
Please call: (386) 383-4678

URS

A NN O U NC EM ENTS
I.T. Senior Project - Design and
Manufacture overseas
SKATEBOARD TRUCK 4 local
company. Call (805) 545-5824

Keys found to Scion
Call Bryan 234-4337
Found gucci sunglasses outside
bldg. 14 on fri, feb. 10
call (805) 479-3312
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

Sports
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after aralandie scare
\SSOl lA ll I) I'KISS
The Mammoth Mountain ski
resort reopened Tuesday after
searchers deemed the site safe
where an avalanche partially buried
several people a day earlier.
No one was killed or seriously
injured when a 400-foot-w ide,
b.SO-foot-long swathe o f snow col
lapsed at the crown o f the 11,0.S3foot Eastern Sierra peak on
Monday, and no one was missing,
officials said.
Three skiers were briefly trapped
but were quickly dug out o f the 3foot-deep avalanche and another
told authorities that he got free
himself and then went to see if he
could help arriving searchers, Pam
Murphy, senior vice president o f
the Mammoth Mountain Ski Area,
said Tuesday.
Initial reports Monday cited

three or four minor injuries but did
not indicate anyone was partly
buried.
“ 1 think our ski patrol, 1 think
they're heroes ...getting there as fist
as they did abstilutely saved her,”
Murphy said.
None o f those rescued required
medical treatment, she said.
The avalanche occurred around
2 p.ni. on a run called CTimax near
the top o f the mountain. Hundreds
o f searchers w'ere at the site
Monday, and on Tuesday, four dogs
searched the area again for about
two hours. The avalanche area
remained closed Tuesday but about
90 percent o f the mountain was
reopened.
The avalanche came on the heels
o f the April 6 deaths o f three mem
bers o f Mammoth s ski patrol, who
W 'e r e asphyxiated by gas from a vol
canic vent on the mountain.
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People who love the outdoors,
riding bicycles and interacting
with fellow members from the
community can enjoy the many
year-round activities with the San
Luis Obispo Bicycle Club.
T he San Luis Obispo Bicycle
Club was “founded in 1970 to
promote safe and legal riding o f
bicycles and to encourage bicycle
riding as an accepted mode o f
transportation,” according to the
club s Web site.
T he club consists o f about 500
members, mostly over the age o f
40, but the club is definitely some
thing college students can partici
pate in and enjoy, said Stu
Goldenberg, the club s newsletter
editor and also a mathematics
teacher at Cal Poly. Students
should “com e out and have a good
time,” he said.
“ Every day o f the week there’s a
ride somewhere,” Goldenberg
said. “ N orth
County, South
County, N orth Coast and San Luis
... Som e are short, some are
longer, some are really hard rides,
some are very social, stop and eat.

THE
SPORTS
A 4 1 M

1

socialize and ride.”
T he club has monthly meetings,
Goldenberg said. “We have some
business and we have some enter
tainment,” he said. Entertainment
includes slideshows o f recent
rides, bike health, fitness and eat
ing.
General membership meetings
are held th ^ "'"“ "*"w— —

ave you ever been hunt
ing in Texas from the
privacy o f your own
home in California? 1 know that I
haven’t, but some people have.
D on ’t know what I am talking
about?
A year ago a company based out
o f Texas developed a rifle that
could be operated through the
Internet. That is, that one could go
online, pay for some time and fire a
real riffle at real targets using the
ease o f a mouse and mouse pad,
from the com fort o f ones own
home.
Sounds like a great idea, right?
W rong, apparently legislatures
from around the country are
beginning to place bans on hunt
ing over the Internet. T he newest
o f the states to introduce such leg
islation is Kentucky, which voted
to outlaw the practice on Tuesday.
T he legislation not only seeks to
ban hunting over the Internet in
Kentucky but also to prevent
Kentucky citizens from hunting
over the Internet in Texas or any
where else.
T h e legislation was spurred on
by sportsman groups who claim
that hunting live prey over the
Internet is unsportsmanlike: An
interesting theory from a group o f
people that lay siege on Am erica’s
wilderness with high-pow ered
rifles and other advanced tech
nologies that allow them to not
only track their targets more effec
tively but also kill more efficiently.
It is here that I pose my ques
tion; How is hunting over the
Internet any more unsportsmanlike
than going into the wilderness and
shooting a deer from 400-yards
away with a high-powered riffle,
aside from actually being in the
wilderness?
There are a number o f reasons
why hunting over the Internet
might seem crude and unusual, but
the gun is stationary and individu
als have to wait for a target to
com e into view o f the camera
before actually firing. In addition,
any kill that is made can be
processed and sent to the hunter at

H
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Uoder suimny tides, G r^ Rubin, 2 9 , o f Bend, O ic., Uunches over
an area known as the Rock Garden while siding the Snnunit Chair
at Mount Bachelor, Ore., Tuesday.

on Higuera Street.
Thursday night rides are held
weekly beginning at French Park
in San Luis Obispo at 6 p.m. The
ride can last anywhere from 25 to
52 miles and includes scenery
through Arroyo Grande, C orbett
C anyon, Lopez Lake and Hi
Mountain.

first Thursday
The dub consists o f about 500
of
every
m onth at 7
members, mosdy over the age o f 40, but
p.m. at the San
die dub is definhriy somediing coUegp
Luis
O bispo
C ity / C o u n ty
students can participate in and eigoy.
Library. T h e
m eetings are
intended for
those considering membership but
“We also put on two big rides a
are open to all members.
year which is where we make
Board o f Directors meetings are money that we turn around and
held the second Thursday o f every give away,” Goldenberg said. “O ne
month at 7 p.m. at the Coast is com ing up the end o f this
National Bank in San Luis Obispo month, the wildflower.”
and are open to all members.
The Wildflower Century will
T he third Thursday o f every take place on Saturday, April 30.
month the club has a booth at Fifty, 75 and 100-m ile routes are
Farmer’s Market and is open to available through the cities o f
the public for any questions Templeton, Shandon and Crestón,
between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. in front where the rides end with a baro f the Kevin Main Jewelry store beque dinner. T he ride sells out

quickly and
registration is not
available the day o f the ride. The
registration fee is $45.
T he other ride the club puts on
is the Lighthouse Century, which
will take place rain or shine on
Saturday, Sept. 14. It begins at
Cuesta College and winds through
Los O sos, M orro
Bay and
" Cayucos, where lunch is served,
then on to Cambria and the
Piedras
Blancas
Lighthouse
before returning to the college
for a hot dinner. Scenery
includes zebras, elephant seals
and M orro R o c k . This ride also
sells out quickly and registration
is not available the day o f the
ride. T h e registration fee is $40.
All o f the funds raised from the
club’s rides help to sponsor schol
arships
for
the
Cal
Poly
W heelm en, Shandon High School
and support programs at Crestón
Elementary. They also help “con
tribute to the m aintenance o f
mountain biking trails and support
bicycle advocacy organizations,
promote helmet use in our (San
Luis Obispo) area,” according to
their Web site. T he club strictly
see SLO Bike Club, page 15

• A federal magistrate fined former NFL great Larry
Csonka $5,(XX) Wednes^jiy^^ conducting commercial
work in a national foresivnlnt;llit obtaining a special use
permit. Magistrate John Rdbiects also p id ^ d Gsonka eo
pay $3,887 in restitution, for film u^ on U.S. Forest
Service land without obtaM t^ permits.

• A fimner

Internet
hunting anti
hypocrisy

f

S L O Bike C lub has m u ch to ofièr
Kathrene Tiffin

COMMENTARY

guilty to a string o f drive-thru window robberies, josh
Kobdish, 30, was arraigned Tuesday in |Cern County
Superior Court on charges o f jobbery and a^empted rob
bery. H « allegedly tried to rob ^wo coffee sh ^ s, a Japanese
fdstaamnt and a Del Tkeo, succeeding in itwo attempts
When workers refused to give him cash, he drove off.

see Outdoor Gunn, page 15

